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Abstract 
In our study, a 3-D rigid object is represented by Rigid-Body Model (RBM) which 
consists of only high-level features extracted from range images. Due to occlusion, 
most range data acquisition systems used today can only provide a partially oc-
cluded characteristic view of a given object. The features extracted from such a 
characteristic view can only partially describe the object and form a sub-structure 
of the complete RBM referred as Sub-Rigid-Body Model (SRBM). Therefore，before 
the RBM representation can be utilized for recognizing a 3-D object，we have to 
address two problems; first, a process of buliding a complete RBM has to be for-
mulated. One method is by merging a number of SRBMs which are formed from 
multiple characteristic views of the object rotated through different angles. Second, 
a process of matching a SRBM with the RBMs in the model-database has to be for-
mulated such that an unknown object can be recognized with just one characteristic 
view. In our study, two constrainted optimization techniques, relaxation process 
and Hopfield neural networks have been proposed to solve the above two problems. 
In the first approach, a probabilistic relaxation process has been designed for 
matching SRBM with RBM and a fuzzy relaxation process has been devised for 
the identification of corresponding feature points between two SRBMs. This is an 
essential procedure for constructing a RBM from a number of characteristic views. 
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Furthermore, the probabilistic relaxation process has been improved such that a 
SRBM can be matched against all RBMs in the database concurrently. 
In the second approach, a two-dimensional Hopfield network with custom energy 
function has been designed for both building reference RBM from multiple SRBMs 
and matching SRBM with RBM. Compared with relaxation processes, the Hopfield 
network has demonstrated similar performances as matching SRBM with RBMs, 
but better preformances for identifying the corresponding feature points between 
two SRBMs. Moreover, a cooperative concurrent matching scheme has been devised 
to match concurrently all RBMs in the model-database against a SRBM which may 
consist of single or multiple objects. Tn this scheme, additional constraints have been 
integrated into the compatibility measures between feature points of RBMs which 
in turn have improved the matching speed and accuracy. 
The success of Hopfield networks usually require a set of carefully selected weight-
ing factors on each term in the energy function. Finally, a genetic algorithmic ap-
proach is used in conjunction with Hopfield networks for finding an effective set of 
weighting factors in the parameter sub-space to be used by the network. Hopfield 
networks with genetically generated weighting parameters has performed better than 
the original Hopfield network in the way that it has faster convergence rates and 
greater ability to escape from local minima. 
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Object recognition is a key problem in computer vision. This problem relates to the 
representation of the object and the method to establish correspondences between 
the input scene and the models. The structure of a typical object recognition system 
is shown in Fig. 1.1. In the system, an image of an object is captured by a camera 
or other data acquisition devices. The input image is then processed by feature 
extraction and segmentation operators and a number of characteristic features of 
the object are extracted. The features extracted are then fed into a classifier which 
identifies the image as one of the objects in the model-database. 
1.1 Range Images 
Most computer vision research performed in the past has concentrated on using 
digitized gray-scale intensity images as sensor data. Digitized intensity images are 
2-D arrays of numbers where each number indicates the brightness of the object 
at a point on a regularly spaced grid. Human beings can infer depth relationships 
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Figure 1.1: A typical object recognition system. 
between image regions without effort，but inference of depth relationships from 
digitized intensity images is known to be hard. 
In recent years, an alternative source of sensor data, digitized range data, has 
become available and the quality of these data has been steadily improving. Range 
data are produced in the form of an 2-D array of numbers, referred as a range 
image (or depth map), where the numbers quantify the distances from the sensor 
focal plane to the object surfaces within the field of view along rays emanating 
from points on a regularly spaced grid. Two samples of range images are shown 
in Fig. 1.2. Range image is superior to intensity image for several reasons; first,. 
the depth relationships between image regions are explicit such that the 3-D shape 
of image regions approximates the 3-D shape of the corresponding surfaces. The 
ability of determining the surface geometry is an important step in recognizing 3-D 
objects. Second, the correct depth acquisition only depends on surface geometry and 
� viewing geometry，and is independent of scene illumination and surface reflectivity. 
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Figure 1.2: Two range images. (The darker the point is, the farther it is.) 
Therefore, intensity image problems with shadows and surface markings do not 
occur. 
1.2 Rigid Body Model 
Since Besel and Jain [1] proposed to use differential geometry methods for extracting 
features from range images, numerous researches [2, 3，4] have been undertaken to 
address the problems of describing and recognizing 3-D objects using range data. 
Particular emphasis has been given to segmentation of range image such that surface 
descriptions can be attached to each surface derived from the segmentation for 
matching purpose [3]. Recently, Tsui et al. [5] at the Chinese University of Hong 
Kong has proposed an efficient scheme for 3-D object representation called Rigid 
Body Model (RBM) which uses geometrically invariant features and the spatial 
relations among the features to describe a 3-D rigid object. 
Given a range image, it is first smoothed by a Gaussian filter with a pre-
• determined scale for noise suppression [6，7], and then mean and Guassian curvatures 
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are computed from the first and second partial derivatives of the range image. A set 
of characteristic feature points, such as extremal points, centroids of surfaces etc., 
can be extracted from appropriate segmentation and feature extraction operations. 
Since mean and Guassian curvatures are geometrically invariant, feature points ex-
tracted from them as well as the spatial relations among the feature points are also 
geometrically invariant if the object to be represented is a rigid one. Therefore the 
set of feature points together with the spatial relations among the feature points 
form a good representation for 3-D rigid object. 
A RBM representation of a 3-D rigid object consists of a list of feature points. 
Given an object Oi, let the number of feature points extracted from the object be 
Mi. Each feature point /^ can be represented as (ccp, y;, z^, t^) where x^j y^ and z^ are 
the 3-D co-ordinates, and t^ is the nature of the feature point. The spatial relation 
between pair of feature points / ; and / ; is characterized as their Euclidean distance, 
dpq. It is not necessary to include the spatial relations in a RBM representation since 
they can be derived from the feature point list. Therefore, the RBM representation 
of the 3-D rigid object Oi is [ f i j^ , . . .， / i fJ -
1.3 Mot ivat ion 
Before the RBM representation can be utilized for automatic 3D object recognition, 
there are two problems to be addressed. First, the model-merging problem-complete 
RBM representations for 3-D objects have to be formed. Since features extracted 
from a single range image could only provide partial description of a 3D object due 
to self-occlusion, a series of range images have to be taken at different viewpoints. In 
order to construct a complete description of the object，the features points extracted 
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from different images have to be transformed into one single global co-ordinate sys-
tem using the transformation derived from the correspondence relationship of feature 
points between images. Through a series of such merging processes, a complete RBM 
can then be formed. Second, the model-matching problem-a matching process has 
to be formulated. A SRBM is matched against each RBM in the model-database 
to find the best correspondence. The SRBM is regarded as an instance of the RBM 
which gives the maximum number of matched feature points. 
The model-merging problem and the model-matching problem necessitate finding 
the correspondence relationship of features points between two SRBMs and between 
SRBM and RBM respectively. Mathematically, given two sets of feature points, 
P = {pi : Pi G i^3, i 二 i�2,... ’ M} and Q = {qj : qj G R\j 二 1，2，...，N}, we want 
to find the correspondence，P' ^ Q\ where P' C P and Q' C Q, such that the 
matching error between T{P') and Q' is minimized where the matching error is 
the predefined quantity indicating the quality of the match and T is the geometric 
transformation. 
Assume that a RBM is characterized by M feature points, and from an input 
image N feature points have been extracted. As we know that a feature point of the 
RBM can match to any feature point of the SRBM. This results in P^ {M > N) 
possible matches. The problem is to find the optimal match among the P ^ possible 
matches, where P^ is usually large, e.g. if M = 10 and N = 8，then P^ is as large 
as 1814,400, such that the exhaustive search for optimum solution is not possible. 
Now, we see the problem of finding correspondence relationships between feature 
points is not trivial. The problem is further complicated by the effect of occlusion 
and the fact that the range data captured is susceptible to noises due to optics and 
errors from quantization and feature extraction processes. 
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Any object recognition system with practical value must recognize the object 
within reasonable time. However, the recognition problem is too computationally 
intensive such that sequential machines do not have the power to accomplish the 
task in real time. In our study, two constrained optimization techniques, relaxation 
processes and the Hopfield neural network, have been studied to solve the 3-D object 
recognition problem. The two techniques selected have a common property that they 
are ideal candidates for parallelisation. 
1.4 Thesis Outline 
In Chapter 1，we introduce the Rigid-Body Model (RBM) representation and the 
model-matching problem and model-merging problem in 3-D object recognition. 
Chapter 2 presents methods based on probabilistic relaxation and fuzzy relaxation 
for solving the model-matching problem and model-merging problem respectively. A 
probabilistic concurrent matching scheme is also mentioned in which the matching 
process can be done in one shot. Chapter 3 presents a two-dimensional Hopfield 
network for solving both the model-matching and model-merging problems. A coop-
erative concurrent matching scheme is also presented. Chapter 4 illustates how the 
weighting parameters of the Hopfield network could be genetically bred by adapting 
genetic algorithms. Finally, Chapter 5 presents the conclusions. 
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Object Recognition by Relaxation 
Processes 
Over the last decade, the relaxation process has been a useful and much studied 
technique to make use of the contextual information to reduce local ambiguities and 
achieve global consistency in the interpretation of objects. Because the relaxation 
process is highly parallel, only involving the propagation of local information via 
iterative processing, it has been widely applied to many image analysis problems, 
such as scene labelling [8], shape matching [9], line and curve enhancement [10], 
handwritten character recognition [11] and thinning [12]. In this chapter, we de-
scribe methods based on the relaxation process for solving the model-matching and 
model-merging problems in 3-D object recognition, and give experimental results to 
demonstrate the performance and effectiveness of the proposed methods. 
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2.1 An Overview of Probabilistic Relaxation La-
belling 
Before applying the relaxation process to the model-matching and model-merging 
problems, it is best to give a brief overview of the classical probabilistic relaxation 
labelling technique introduced in the journal paper of Rosenfeld et al. [8]. 
Given a network of objects ai for i — 1，2，• • •，n, object a^  can belong to one of 
the rrii possible classes from the label set A .^ For the sake of simplicity, we shall 
assume that the label sets A^  are identical for all the objects in the network, i.e. 
Ki = A = {Afc I k 二 1, . . .，m} Vi. Each object ai will usually be characterized by 
a set of measurements Xi. In addition, all the objects in the network will provide 
contextual information which may be relevant to the interpretation of object a{. 
The problem addressed by relaxation labelling is to assign label 6i to object a‘，for 
i = 1，...，n，taking into account the total evidence provided by measurements Xi 
and the contextual information conveyed by the network. 
In order to describe the relaxation labelling method, it is first necessary to in-
troduce the essential notation. The contextual information conveyed by label A/ at 
object cbj about label Xk at object a^  will be represented by a compatibility coefficient 
C{6i = Xk, Oj 二 Xi). Let the current, 5th, estimate of the probability that object aj 
has label \i be P^^\dj 二 A/). Then the support for label Ajt at object a‘ given by 
object CLj can be defined as 
m 
q^'\e, = A,) 二 Y^ C{e, = Xk, o, = Xi)P^'\e, = A0 (2.1) 
1=1 
and the total support for this label given by all the objects in the network is defined 
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as 
Q^'\0, = A,) = jzw^jq^\ei = \k) 
j=i 
= E w.7 E c[0i = A ,， � = X i ) p ^ ' \ e j = Xi) (2.2) 
j=i i=i 
where Wij are positive weighting coefficients such that 
f > ” = l 
i=i 
The coefficients W{j can be used to indicate the relative importance assigned to an 
individual object in the network. 
With the basic notation introduced, it is now possible to write down the expres-
sion suggested by Rosenfeld et al. [8] for computing updated probabilities of object 
labels. Given the current value of probability pW[0{ — A^), the new estimate of the 
value of probability is defined as 
P ( - , = A.) 二 广 ) ( 民 = 、 ) 妒 ( 民 = A � (2.3) 
E P(s)(0i 二 A,W(s)(& = Az) 
L-\ 
where the normalization term in the denominator guarantees that the updated prob-
abilities satisfy the axiomatic properties of probability such that 0 < 户(柏)(氏= 
Afc) < 1 and E : i ^^(…)(^ = Xk) = 1 for all i. All probabilities are updated 
iteratively until they converge or a certain termination condition is satisfied. 
The probability updating formula in Eq. (2.3) is largely intuitive and its basis is 
that the label probability at each object should be adjusted according to the current 
label probability at the object and the relative support from all other objects. 
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2.2 Formulation of Model-matching Problem Solv-
able by Probabilistic Relaxation 
In this section, we describe how the probabilistic relaxation process can be applied 
to solve the model-matching problem in 3-D object recognition as proposed by Lee, 
Li and Kong [13]. Given a characteristic view of an object, due to self-occlusion 
feature points extracted from such characteristic view could only provide a partial 
description of the object. Representation constructed from this set of feature points 
would only be a sub-structure of the complete Rigid Body Model (RBM) and so it is 
called Sub-Rigid Body Model (SRBM). Assuming that the RBM representation of 
the object have been built in advance, the objective of matching a SRBM with the 
RBM is to establish a correspondence such that each feature point fi of the SRBM 
uniquely maps to one of the feature points m^ of the RBM. In mathematical terms, 
the model-matching problem is to find a mapping G such that fi ^ G[fi) — rrik for 
all i. 
Regarding the feature points, fi , of the SRBM as a network of objects and the 
feature points, m^, of the RBM as the set of possible labels for the objects, the 
model-matching problem can be formulated as a labelling problem which is solvable 
by the probabilistic relaxation proce3s. 
In our notation, the expression fi = ruk denotes that the feature point fi of the 
SRBM is in correspondence with the feature point rrik of the RBM and P{fi = rrik) 
represents the probability that fi 二 rrik. Letting compatibility coefficients C{fi = 
rrik,fj = mi) be the compatibility measures about fi = rrik given f j = mi for 
1 < i,j < N and 1 < k,l < M, then according to Eq. (2.2) we can formulate the 
10 
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total support for fi — rrik given by f j = mi for all j, 1 as 
N M 
Q(s)(/i = m , ) = ^ M^ E CUi 二 mk, f j = mi)P^'\f^ = m,) (2.4) 
j=i i=i 
where the weighting coefficients Wij indicates the degree of influence due to the 
spatial constraint between fi and f j on the probability P{fi = m^). Since we 
assume that each component has equal influence in the updating mechanism, the 
weighting coefficients W{j have been chosen as an arbitrary constant and therefore 
cancelled out by the normalization in Eq. (2.5). 
Given the current value of probability 尸⑷(/‘ = m^), the iterative updating rule 
is defined as 
P ( - ) ( / . = ^ , ) = 广 — 爽 二 亀 ) (2.5) 
E 尸⑷(/, 二 rrik)QW(Ji = rrik) 
j=i 
Compatibility coefficients C{fi = ruk,fj = mi) are the key terms in determining 
the degree of enhancement or suppression of the probability P{fi 二 rrik) according 
to the spatial constraints. If P{fj = mi) and C{fi — rrik, f j = mi) are both high, 
the probability P{fi = mjt) will be enhanced because fi = rrik is compatible with 
the high-probability event f j 二 rui. Conversely, if P{fj 二 mf) is high and C{fi 二 
m k , f j — mi) is low, the probability P{ f i = rrik) will be suppressed since fi = rrik 
is incompatible with the high-probability event f j = mi. On the other hand，if the 
probability P{fj = mi) is low, it has little influence on the probability P{fi = rrik) 
no matter whether or not f j = mi is compatible with fi = m^. 
2.2.1 Compatibility Coefficient 
The compatibility coefficients C{fi 二 rrik,fj 二 爪0 are the compatibility measures 
between fi = rUk and f j = mi and they are chosen such that 0 < C{fi = rrik,fj = 
11 
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mi) < 1 for all i,k,j and 1. High value of C{fi = mk,fj = mi) indicates fi = rrik 
is compatible with f j = mi while <i, low value of C{fi 二 m^, f j = mi) indicates 
fi = rrik is incompatible with f j = mi. Since we assume all feature points are 
of the same nature, only the distances between each pair of feature points could 
be used to define the spatial constraints. Two pairs of feature points [ f “ f j ) and 
(mjk, mi) are said to be compatible if their spatial constraint is satisfied. Therefore, 
the compatibility coefficients would be a function of how much the distance between 
fi and fj, denoted as dij, differs from the distance between m^ and m/，denoted 
as dki. Let the correspondence error due to the spatial constraints dij and dki be 
e = \dij — dki\, then from [13 
1. C{fi = mfc, f j = mi) should increases monotonically as e decreases; 
2. C{fi = ruk,fj = mi) should approaches 0 as e approaches oo; 
3. C{fi = ruk, f j — rni) should approaches 1 as e approaches 0; and 
4. the rate of change of C{fi = ruk，fj 二 mi) at e near 0 should be small. 
The last condition is intended to reduce noise sensitivity of the compatibility coef-
ficients because even if fi is in correspondence with rrik and f j is in correspondence 
with mi, dij and dki would still have a small difference due to errors from the data 
acquisition process and feature extraction process. Therefore, the coefficient should 
be insensitive to a small change in £ when e is small. 
Obviously there are many ways of mapping the correspondence error e to the 
compatibility coefficient which would fulfill the above four conditions. The following 
function, as shown in Fig. 2.1，is the one we employed 
C{fi = m;„ f j = mi) = ^ ^ (2.6) 
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Figure 2.1: Function of compatibility coefficient. 
where C{fi = m^, f j = mi) is always positive. It has the value of 1 for e = 0 and it 
goes to 0 as e becomes large. 
2.2.2 Match Score 
After all probability estimates P{fi = rrik) have converged or the maximum number 
of iterations has been reached, a mapping can be derived from the final probability 
estimates. For each feature point fi of the SRBM, it is said to be mapped to the 
feature point rrik of the RBM if P{fi = rrik) is the largest among all P{fi = mi) 
for 1 二 1 , . . . , M. After finding out all the correspondences, we use these correspon-
dences to measure the degree of match between the SRBM and the RBM. If G is the 
mapping from the feature points of the SRBM to the feature points of the RBM, a 
13 
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measure of the degree of match, referred as match score, is defined as 
1 N-1 N 1 
H § , £ i 1 + {d,, - dci^GU)? (2.7) 
where N is the number of feature points of the SRBM (provided N > 3) and 
H 二 N{N — 1)/2. If all feature points of the SRBM are perfectly mapped to the 
corresponding feature points of the RBM, the match score will have a value of 1; 
otherwise it will go to 0. 
In practice, there would be more than one RBMs in a model-database with 
each representing an object. Probabilistic relaxation could be applied to identify an 
unknown object by sequentially matching the SRBM constructed from a scene of the 
unknown object against every RBM in the model-database. After each matching 
process, a match score between the SRBM and a particular RBM is computed. By 
choosing the RBM with the highest match score, the unknown object is recognized 
as an instance of the object represented by the RBM. 
2.2.3 Iterative Algorithm 
The procedures for solving model-matching problem using probabilistic relaxation 
process are summarized as follows: 
1. Set 5 = 0 and stop = FALSE. 
2. Set the initial probabilities, (for i = 1,...，N and k = 1，•.., M) 
P^'\h = m,)=去 
REPEAT 
3. Compute the support terms, (for i = 1’...，N and k = 1，.. •，M) 
N M 
Q^'\U = m,) = ^ E CUi = rrik, f j = mi)P^fj = m,) 
j=i z=i 
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4. Update the probabilities, (for i — 1 , . . . , N and k = 1 , . . .，M) 
P ( - ) ( / . = 爪 , ） = 产 = 者 ) ( 一 - ) 
E 尸⑷(^ = m , ) Q W ( / , = rrik) 
j=i 
5. If (for i = 1，...，N and k = 1，...，M) 
P(s+i)(/i = rrik)-尸⑷(/‘ = mk)\ « 1 then stop = TRUE 
6. Set s = 5 + 1. 
UNTIL stop = TRUE 
7. Find the mapping G. 
8. Compute the match score as in Eq. (2.7). 
2.2.4 A Probabilistic Concurrent Matching Scheme 
In the fore-mentioned probabilistic relaxation matching scheme, recognition of an 
unknown object from a model-database implies that the unknown object is necessary 
to sequentially match against each individual model in the model-database. The 
scheme is inefficient since the parallelism of relaxation has not been exploited. Here, 
we propose a probabilistic concurrent matching scheme in which the unknown object 
could concurrently match against all models in the model-database. Besides being 
efficient, the ability of probabilistic relaxation process is enhanced such that it can 
cope with scenes consisting of more than one objects 
Under a probabilistic concurrent matching scheme, all RBMs in the model-
database are first concatenated into a single model called super RBM. During the 
matching process, instead of sequentially matching the SRBM, which is constructed 
from a characteristic view of the unknown object, against each individual RBM in 
the model-database, the SRBM is only matched against the super RBM. Again, 
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this problem can be formulated as a labelling problem. The feature points f i of the 
SRBM are regarded as a network of objects and the feature points m^ of the super 
RBM are regarded as a set of labels. The probabilities P ( f i = rrik) are updated 
by the probabilistic relaxation updating mechanism. However, the compatibility 
coefficients are modified as 
‘ 
1/(1 + e^) if mjfc and m/ G same model 
C{fi = rrik, f j = mi) = (2.8) 
0 if rrik and mi G different models 、 
The compatibility measure about fi = rrik given f j = mi would be C{fi = gk, f j 二 
mi) if feature points ruk and mi belong to the same RBM, otherwise the compati-
bility measure is 0 since it is impossible that a pair of feature points of the SRBM 
correspond to a pair of feature points from different RBMs. Therefore, the probabil-
ity P{fi — rrik) only gets support from mi where mi belongs to the same RBM as m^ 
and the probability P{fi = rUk) getting maximum local support will be enhanced. 
Assuming a SRBM consisted of N number of features points is concurrently 
matched to M RBMs. At the end of the matching process，the degree of match 
between the SRBM and one of the RBMs is determined by a match score. The 
match score between the SRBM and the RBM Ri is defined as 
1 N-1 N 1 
W - l ) / 2 S , £ l ^ { d i j - d G ^ ) G U ) y (2.9) 
G{i)eRi G{j)eRi 
where Ni is the number of feature points of the SRBM matched to RBM Ri and if 
Ni < 3 then the match score is set to zero. 
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2.3 Formulation of Model-merging Problem Solv-
able by Fuzzy Relaxation 
In this section，we illustrate how the fuzzy relaxation process can be used to solve 
the model-merging problem in 3-D object recognition. Given two characteristic 
views of an object which are taken at two different viewpoints, two SRBMs could 
be constructed from the features points extracted from the two characteristic views. 
Assuming the two set of feature points are / i , . . . , f^^ and 仍’...,gN2, we want to 
find a set of corresponding feature points between these two SRBMs. Again, the 
problem can be formulated as a labelling problem which assigns the set of labels gk 
to a network of objects f{. However, in here due to occlusion, a feature point fi may 丨 
not correspond to any feature points gk- Thus, it would not be reasonable to use 
probabilistic relaxation in the problem since J2k=i P[fi,Slk) do not necessarily equal , 
to 1. Alternatively, fuzzy relaxation process [8]，in which the probability estimates 
need not sum to 1 for each object, is employed to solve the problem. 
2.3.1 Updating Mechanism 
As we define the compatibility measure about fi = gk {fi is in correspondence with 
f^fc) given f j 二 gi { f j is in correspondence with gi) as the same as the one used in 
probabilistic relaxation (Eq. (2.6)), the support for fi = gk given by f j = gi is 
defined as C{fi = gk, f j = 9i)P{fj = 9i)- In defining the support for fi = gk from fj, 
we use the maximum [14], rather than the average, of C{fi = gk-, f j = gi)P{fj = gi) 
for all 1 since if one of these terms is large there is a strong support for fi = gk 
from fj, even if all the other terms are small. Besides, for each fj, there may be 
more than one gi giving the high value of C{fi = gk,fj 二 9i)P{fj = 9i), but using 
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the maximum of C{fi = gk, f j = 9i)P{fj = 9i) for all 1 we choose only one gi to 
correspond to f j if fi = g^. Thus, we define the support for fi = gk from each f j as 
max{a(/. = 9kJj 二 gi)P{fj = 9i)} • (2.10) 
i=i 
and the total support for fi 二 gk from all f j as 
Ni 
E4^^{C{f^ = 9kJj 二 9i)P[fj =仍)} (2.11) 1~*1 j=i 
We define the estimate of fi = gk as the average of the total support to fi = gk from 
all f j , 
1 Ni 
P ( ^ ( / i = 9k) = i E 4^^ {CUi = 9k, f j = 9i)P^Vj = 9i)} (2.12) 
^^1 3=1 '=1 
where C{fi = gk, fi — gi) — 1 if k = 1 and C{fi = gk, fi 二 gi) — 0 otherwise (the 
self-support term, when j = i, of the Eq. (2.12) is just P^^\fi 二 gk))- If a good 
correspondence exists for all /^'s and gk,s, then P{fi 二 gk) for all i and k do not 
change under the iteration process, otherwise they decrease at each iteration (see 
appendix A for the proof). However, if good correspondence only exists between 
some of fi,s and some of gk\ those P{ f i — gk),s for which fi corresponds to gk would 
decrease slowly since they have substantial support, while all other P{fi 二 gk),s 
would decrease much more rapidly. 
All probability estimates P{fi — gk) are updated iteratively according to Eq. 
(2.12) until the maximum number of iterations is reached. Unlike in the probabilistic 
relaxation process, all probability estimates P{fi = gk) are now decreasing, however 
the probability estimate of a compatible pair of feature points decreases slower than 
the probability estimate of an incompatible pair of feature points. At the end of the 
iterative fuzzy relaxation process, the feature point fi is said to be in correspondence 
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with the feature point gk if the probability estimate P{fi = gk) is the largest among 
all probability estimates P{fi = gi) for all 1 and it is greater than a threshold, T. 
Since a feature point fi at most matches to one gk, only the most compatible 
feature point fi is matched to gk. However, if fi are weakly compatible with all 
feature point gk {P{fi — 9k) < ^ ) , then fi does not match to any feature point gk. 
We define Pi as the maximum of P{fi 二 gi) for 1 = 1，..., N2, 
P, = m l x P ^ ' \ f i ^ g i ) (2.13) £ = 1 
I 
Then the threshold T is defined as the average of all Pi for i = 1，...，Ni excluding 丨 
the maximum and the minimum of Pi, ！ 
iNTi M Ni 
E 只-m_ax(PO - nnn(P,) ： 
T 二 - ^ ^ 1 - 2 (2.14) 
2.3.2 Iterative Algorithm 
The procedures for solving model-merging problem using the fuzzy relaxation pro-
cess are summarized as follows: 
1. Set s = 0. 
2. Set the initial probabilities, (for i : 1，...，Ni and k = 1，...，N2) 
PW(fi = gk) = l 
REPEAT 
3. Compute the support terms, (for i = 1，•..，Ni and k = 1 , . . . , N2) 
max{C(/i = gk, f j = 9i)P{fj = 9i)} 
1=1 
4. Update the probabilities, (for i = 1 ’ . . •，Ni and k = 1，...，N2) 
1 Ni 
P(w)(/i = gk) = ^ E 备{c(/i =卯，f] - 9i)P^'U = 91)} 
1 j=i 
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5. Set 5 = s + 1. 
UNTIL s > maximum number of iterations 
6. FOR i = 1 to 7Vi DO 
calculate P{ as in Eq. (2.13) 
7. Compute the threshold T as in Eq. (2.14) 
8. FOR i = 1 to Ni and k = 1 to N2 DO 
IF P( / , - gk) > Pt and P ( / , = 卯 ) > T THEN P{fi = gk) = 1 
ELSE F ( f , 二 gk) 二 0 
9. Find the correspondences. 
2.3.3 Merging Sub-Rigid Body Models 
After the fuzzy relaxation process has been applied to identify the set of correspond-
ing feature points between two SRBMs，the feature points in one SRBM may then 
be transformed to another SRBM so that all feature points are located with a single 
co-ordinate system. The two SRBMs would have been successfully merged to one 
via this transformation [15]. Theoretically if the number of corresponding feature 
points is four or more and the corresponding feature points do not lie on the same 
plane, a common reference co-ordinate system based on the corresponding feature 丨 
points may be derived. Here, the spatial constraints among feature points are again 
explored to derive a transformation necessary for mapping feature points from one 
SRBM to another SRBM. 
Supposing, two SRBMs Si and S2 have Ni and N2 features points respectively 
and the number of corresponding feature points is four. Let us denote four corre-
sponding feature points as 7*1，7*2，r3 and r4 which have co-ordinates (a;J.,2/^., z^.) and 
(x^ y2 z^.) in Si and S2 respectively. For each feature point gi in S2, we propose 
\ 7*¾ , ^ T{ , T{) 
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to find its equivalent co-ordinates in Si . By utilizing the spatial constraints, the 
following relationships can be established 
(^ J — <)2 + (y! - yij2 + (zj - 4 J 2 = 4 . (2.15) 
and 
( ^ ? — < j 2 + (队2 — y 2 j 2 + ( , 2 — , 2 J 2 = ^ ( 2 . 1 6 ) 
where dik is the distance between feature points gi and rv Given {xj,y^j zf), an 
iterative procedure may be used to solve for [xj^yj, zj). 
i 
2.4 Simulation Results i . j In this section, a series of experiments have been conducted to corroborate the | 
effectiveness of using RBM representation and relaxation techniques in 3-D object | 
recognition. All experiments were performed on set of computer generated data. | 
In our model-database, 10 RBMs ( ¾ , . . •, Rg), each having thirty features, were j 
! 
generated from random number sequences. All features are represented as 3-D f 
points in space and the 3-D coordinates of each feature point lie in the range I 
0,255]. Furthermore, all feature points are assumed to be of the same nature, I 
so only the Euclidean distance constraints between feature points have been used 
as the spatial constraints for the relaxation processes. For each RBM Ri, 8 SRBMs 
(5°, S}, Sl Sf, Sf, Sf, Sl SJ having 8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15 feature points respectively) 
were generated by discarding a number of feature points randomly from the RBM 
and feature points of each SRBM have undergone an arbitrary 3-D transformation 
in order to simulate that they are extracted from characteristic views captured at 
different viewing angles. 
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2.4.1 Experiments in Model-matching Using Probabilistic 
Relaxation 
In this experiment, a probabilistic relaxation process was applied to the model-
matching problem in which a SRBM was matched against each RBM in the model-
database in sequence. After each matching process, a match score, according to 
Eq. (2.7), was computed to access the degree of match between the SRBM and 
each particular RBM. The SRBM was then recognized as an instance of the RBM 
• 
which got the highest match score. In Table 2.1，the match scores obtained from j 
matching ten SRBMs, each belonged to one of the RBMs, against the RBMs in the | 
). 
model-database were tabulated. We noted the desired RBM always gets the highest 1 
value of match score among all RBMs. I 
. . f In practice, feature points of SRBM may be corrupted by noise from the optics, * 
. . I 
quantization errors in data acquisition process and errors in the feature extraction 
. . . . . I 
process, in order to simulate this situation, zero mean Gaussian noises were added j 
to feature points of all SRBMs. The matching processes were repeated for the , f f 
presence of noises with varian.ce a^ of value 0.1, 0.5, 1.0 and 2.0, and the matching j 
results were tabulated in Table 2.2，2.3, 2.4 and 2.5 respectively. From these tables, | 
we observed that the confidence of match decreases as the noise power increases. ^ 
However, based on the value of match score alone, every SRBM had been matched to 
its corresponding RBM. Table 2.6 summarized the results from matching all SRBMs 
against all RBMs. All SRBMs had been matched to the their corresponding RBMs, 
except Sl was wrongly matched to Ro. 
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Table 2.1: Results of probabilistic relaxation matching j 
RBM 
SRBM jRo Ri R2 R3 R4 R5 Re R7 R% R9 
5g 1.00 0.21 0.21 0.22 0.22 0.27 0.20 0.24 0.22 0 ^ ^ 
5? 0.24 1.00 0.21 ~ 0 ^ 0.24 0 ^ 0.23 "0.28 0.22 0.27 
S^ 0.26 0.22— 1.00 O.2T" 0.21 0 . ^ 0.21 "0.21 0.22 0.27 
5g 0.23 0.23 ~Q.23 1.00 0.24 0.20 0.23 " ^ 3 0.24 ~ 0 ^ 
5° 0.26 0.21 ' 0.23 Q.25~ 1.00 ~ Q ^ 0.22 0.22 0.24 ~ O l ^ 
S^ 0.22 0.24 "0.26 0.22 —0.24 1.00 "0.25 0.21 0.24 0 .2 l " 
~ ~ ~蜀 ~ " 0.18 0.24— 0.20 ~0W 0.24 0 . ^ 1.00 —0.21 0.19 0.17 ， 
~ ~ ^ 0.20 0.20 0.23 0.24" 0.23 0.20 0.22 X o o " 0.26 0.23 ！ 
~ ~ ^ 0.20 0.22 0.24 Q.20" 0.29 0.26 0.20 ~ Q ^ 1.00 0.22 , 




. . . . I 
Table 2.2: Results of probabilistic relaxation matching (noise a^ 二 0.1) * 
I I RBM ‘ 
SRBM 11"¾) I i ^ R2 Rs R4 i ^ i ^ R7 丑8 i ^ I 
5g 0.91 0.21 0.19 0.22 0.24 0.25 0.19 0.24 0.21 0.20 | 
~ ~ ^ 0 W 0.80 0.24 0.22— 0.24 0.20 0.24 "0.29 0.21 0.26 � 
^ ^ OM““0^““0.83 0.22" 0.21 0.2T" 0.23 _0.21 0.21 “ 0.25 
~~~^ ^ “ “ 0 ^ ~ ~ 0 . 2 4 0.88 0.23 0.18 0.20 0.24 0.24 "0.22 
" “ “ ^ ^ “ “ 0 . 2 4 0.22 0.27 0.86 0.21 ~ 0 ^ 0.25 0.23 0.22 
~ ~ ^ 0 ^ “ “ 0 ^ 2 ^ 0.24 0.23 0.21 0.87 ~026~ 0.23 0.24 0.19 
“ “ 5 ? 0 8 “ “ 0 2 7 ~ 0.21 0.19 0.22 0.20 0 . ^ 0.19 0.19 0.23 
~ ~ ^ Ql9~ 0.20 0.23 0.21— 0.22 0.19 0.19 0.86 0.30 0.20 
~ ~ 5 ° o T T 0.23 0.26 0.25 0.34 0.24 0.27 "0.21 0.87 0.23 
~ ^ 0^““0^““0^““04~~0^““07““M2““03““0^““0.86 
^ _ ^ ^ _ _ ^ _ _ ^ _ _ _ ^ 丨 • - - •-- — - 1 - - - - I • 
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Table 2.3: Results of probabilistic relaxation matching (noise cr^  = 0.5) 
1 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
SRBM J?o R\ i?2 R3 R4 R5 R& R7 Rs R9 
5g 0.66 0.21 0.26 0.21 0.24 0.26 0.17 0.24 0.21 0.19~| 
S^ " o W 0.73 —0.23 0.21 0.25 0.20 0.26 O.2V 0.25 ~oW \ 
S^ ~ M 5 ~ 0.28 0.61 0.25 —0.22 0.23 0.24 0.24 0.20 Q.24~ | 
5g 0.17 0.20 0.20 ~ 0 ^ 0.21 0.25 0.22 "0.24 0.18 0.20 
5° 0.19 0.28 0.25 " 0 2 1 0.65 0.22 0.23 0.22 0.21 0.24 
5g 0.22 0.22_ 0.24 " O o " 0.20 " O ^ 0.22 "0.24 0.18 0.20 
~ ~ ^ " " " 0.18 0.19 0.20 0.23 0.25 Q . I ^ 0.62 0.24 0.23 0.19 
"""^^ K W 0.18 0.18 Q.24" 0.20 " 0 ^ 0.22 ~0.60 0.24 0.17 
Sj 0.23 0.21 " 0 ^ 0.26 0.28 0.26" 0.24 0.23 0.57 "MT ^ 
^ " ^ ^ ~ ~ ^ ~ ~ ^ ~ ~ ^ ~ ~ 0 ^ 1 9 ~ ~ ^ ~ ~ ^ ~ ~ 0 ^ ~ ~ ^ ~ ~ 0 . 6 8 ^ 





Table 2.4: Results of probabilistic relaxation matching (noise cr^  = 1.0) 1 
I I RBM ‘ 
SRBM 1 ^ 0 I Ri R2 R3 R4. i ^ Re R7 Rs R9 ] | 
5g II 0.57 0.23 0.19 0.27 0.21 0.16 0.20 0.23 0.20 0.21 | 
" " " ^ ~ ~ 0.21 ~ 0 ^ 0.17 0.21 0.23 0.23 0.25 —0.20 0.27 0.21 , 
~ ~ 5 ° ^ ~ ~ 0 . 1 9 0.54 0.20 0.28 0.22 0.21 0.30 0.21 0.22 • 
~ ~ ^ 0.27 0.24 “ 0.21 0.51 0.24 l 2 3 0.30 "0.21 0.21 “ 0.22 
~ ~ ^ 0 ^ “ “ 0 . 2 1 0.23 0.16 0.51 0.21 0.23 0.20 "0.23 0.25 
““蜀 0.23 0.27 0.27 0.23_ 0.23 0.55 0.26 0.21 0.19 ~ 0 ^ 
“ “ ^ 0.22 0.22 0.19 ~ 0 ^ 0.19 ~ O W 0.55 0.21 0.24 ~ 0 ^ 
^ 5 ? 0 J T ' 0.24 0.20 0.21 0.22 0.22 0.23 —0.59 0.22 0.21 
“ “ ^ “ “ 0.17 ~ 0 ^ 0.26 0.30 0.26 0.26 0.23 " 0 ^ 0.59 "0.23 
“ “ ^ 0.23 0.19 0.23 0.22 0.22 0.21 0.25 0.21 0.20 0.58 
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Table 2.5: Results of probabilistic relaxation matching (noise cr^  = 2.0) 
RBM : 
SRBM i?o Ri R2 R3 i^ 4 R5 R& R? Rs R9 
SS 0.41 0.22 0.23 0.23 0.26 0.20 0.22 0.21 0.24 Q^2^ 
5° 0.25 0.47 —0.22 0.27 0.17 0.24~ 0.21 0.27" 0.28 " 0 ^ 
5° ~ 0 J r 0.24 ^ . 4 6 0.23 —0.23 0.20 一 0.26 0.23 0.25 0.23~ 
5g 0.21 0.25 _0.22 0.63 0.23 0.24_ 0.30 0.2^" 0.21 ~ 6 W 
5° "0727 0.22 ~ 0 l 7 ~ 0.21 0.46 0.27 0.22 0.27 0.23 0.25" \ 
5° ~ 0 W 0.21 0.28 0.18 0.24' 0.41 " 0.24 0.20 0.22 0.22" ^ 
5g ~a24 0.22 _0.21 0.23 0.21 0.22 0.44 ~ Q ^ 0.22 0 . 2 ^ • 
~ ~ ^ 0.20 0.22 0.19 0.21 0.23 0.20 0.22 " o 7 ^ 0.27 —0.24 1 
S^ 0.21 ~020~ 0.20 ~QJT~ 0.24 0 . ^ 0.21 0.22 0.40 0.18 \ 
~~资 0 ^ ~ ~ ^ ~ ~ O S ~ ~ 0 ^ ~ ~ 0 l 9 ~ ~ ^ ~ ~ ^ " " " ^ ~ ~ ^ ~ ~ 0 . 4 4 ^ 





Table 2.6: Overall performance of probabilistic relaxation matching \ 
Accuracy [ 
RBM |f~^ ^ 0.0 cj2 = 0.1 cj2 = 0.5 cr2 = 1.0 cr2 = 2.0~~ } 
Ro 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 'I 
iZi 1 0 0 % “ 1 0 0 % “ 1 0 0 % 1 0 0 % 1 0 0 % 寺 
R2 一 r p O % 100% 100% — 1 0 0 % — 100% 
i^ 3 100% 100% 10.0% “ 100% “ 100% 
R^ 100% 100% “ 100% 100% — 100% 一 
R, 87.5% “ 87.5% “ 87.5% 87.5% 87.5% 
Re 100% . 100% — 100% 100% — 100% 
R ^ 100% 100% — 100% 100% — 100% 
R ^ 100% 100% — 100% 100% — 100% 














2.4.2 Experiments in Model-matching Using Probabilistic |: 
i i' 
Concurrent Matching Scheme 
p 
i f f 
In this experiemt，we repeated what we did in the section 2.4.1, but here，a SRBM ! 
！ 
was matched against all RBMs in the model-database concurrently. At first, all [ 
RBMs in the model-database were concatenated to form a super RBM. Instead of 
i matching a SRBM against each RBM in turn，now the SRBM was only matched 
against the super RBM. After each matching process, 10 match scores can be deter- | 
i»> 
mined to access the degree of match between the SRBM and each individual RBM. | I 
[.t 
The SRBM was then recognized as an instance of the RBM which gets the highest ； 
match score. | 
In Table 2.7，each match scores obtained from matching 10 SRBMs，belonged to I 
one of the RBMs, against the super RBM were tabulated. We noted that the desired 
RBM always gets the highest value of match score among all RBMs. The experiment I 
. . � I 
was repeated for SRBMs which were corrupted by zero mean Guassian noise with j 
variance a^ of value 0.1, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 and the matching results were tabulated in | 
Table 2.8, 2.9, 2.10 and 2.11 respectively. From these tables, we observed that j 
all SRBMs had been matched to the correct RBMs. All other SRBMs had also | 
been matched against the super RBM and the matching results were summarized f 
in Table 2.12. The proposed probabilistic concurrent matching scheme had shown 
comparable performance as the original probabilistic relaxation matching scheme 
for recognizing the scene of a single isolated object. 
The probabilistic concurrent matching scheme is not only suitable for recognizing 
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i 丨. 
objects. In the following experiment, 9 integrated SRBMs were formed by concate-
nating two SRBMs, one belonged to the first RBM and another belonged to one 
‘ , I 
of the other RBMs, and each of these integrated SRBMs represents a scene of two | 
‘ I 
objects. Each integrated SRBM was then matched against the super RBM. The 丨 
1 
• t 
matching results were tabulated in Table 2.13. We noted that the two SRBMs em- I 
bedded in the integrated SRBM have been matched to their corresponding RBMs. 
1, 
Furthermore, zero mean Gaussian noises with variance of value 0.1, 0.5，1.0 and 2.0 
were added to the feature points of all integrated SRBMs. The previous matching — 
. . 1 processes were repeated and the matching results were tabulated in Table 2.14，2.15, [ 
i 
2.16 and 2.17 respectively. The above experiment had demonstrated the capability 丨 
of the p.oposed p.obabiHstic concu.ent m — g s c W e in r e c o g - n g not only | 
. . . f 
the scene of a single object, but also scenes of multiple objects. 
Table 2.7: Results of probabilistic concurrent matching | 
I I RBM 
SRBM |r~Ro Ri R2 i ^ R4 R5 Re R? Rs i ^ ] . ' 
S ^ II 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
^ 5 ? 0 ^ ~ ~ I m ~ ~ 0 . 0 0 0 .00 “ 0 .00 ~ o W 0 .00 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 I 
~ " ^ 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00— 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 “ 0.00 ‘ 
^ 蜀 0.00 0.00 0.00 1 . 0 ^ 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 “ 0.00 I 
“^^ ~^~~ 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 —0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00— 0.00 ^ 
““蜀 0 ^ 0.00 0.00 0.00— 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 “ 0.00 
“ “ 5 ° 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00— 0.00 Q.QO 1.00 0.00 0.00 “ 0.00 
^ “ ^ 5 ? 0 . 0 0 0 .00 0 .00 0 .00 0 .00 ~ a O Q ~ 0 .00 1 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 
~ ~ 药 " “ “ 0 . 0 0 0 .00 0 .00 ~ 0 ^ 0 0 .00 0 .00 0 .00 0 .00 1 . 0 0 Q.OQ 
“ “ ^ 0^““om~~^~~^““0^““^““0^““0^““OM““1.00 
I 2 
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Table 2.8: Results of probabilistic concurrent matching (noise rp" — 0.1) ！ 
RBM I-
SRBM jRo i^i R2 R3 i^ 4 Rs R& R? Rs R9 丨 
5g 0.91 0.00 0.00 0.60 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 I 
S^ 0.00 0 .80 0.00 " 5 ^ 0.00. 0 . 0 『 0 . 0 0 0.00" 0.00 ~ 0 ^ 
5 ° ~ 0 ^ 0 . 0 0 0 . 8 3 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 " i 
5g " 0 ^ 0.00 0.00 0.88 0.00 0.Q0" 0.00 0.00 0.00 " 0 ^ 
S^  ~Oo~ 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.86 0.00" O.QQ 0.0F 0.00 " o W — 
5° ~ O m 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.87 0.00 0.00 0.00 0."55" : 
5g ~ O Q ~ O.QQ "0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00" 0.83 0.00 0.00 ~ O o ~ : 
5? 0.00 0.00 _ • _ 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 ~ 0 ^ 0.00 "oToo" 1 
5g "aOQ 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 ~ 0 ^ 0.87 ~oW | 
5° 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 . ^ 
i 
I 
. • I 
Table 2.9: Results of probabilistic concurrent matching (noise a^ = 0.5) ^ 
I I RBM ' 
SRBM II Ro I Ri R2 R3 R4 i ^ R^ R7 i ^ i ^ I 
5g " O F 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 ~ 0 ^ ( 
~~~^"" " 0.00 0.73— O.QQ " g ^ 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 J 
~ ~ ^ 0.00 0.00 0.61 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
~~~5° OOO" 0.00 0.00 0.61 0.00 Q.QO 0.00 0.00 0.00 “ 0.00 
~~~§l Om~~0.00 0.00 0.00 0.65 0.00 _0.00 0.00 “ 0.00 ~ o W ~ 
~ ~ 蜀 0 ^ 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.62 0.00 0.00 0.00 “ 0.00 
^ 5 g 0 ^ 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 .62 —0.00 0.00 0.00 
~ " ^ 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00— 0.00 0.00 0.00 —0.60 0.00 0.00 
“ “ ^ o M ~ 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 ~Q.00 0.00 0.00 0.57 0.00 
“ “ ^ 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 . 6 8 
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Table 2.10: Results of probabilistic concurrent matching (noise a^ = 1.0) 
RBM 
SRBM i?o Ri R2 R3 R4 R5 Re R7 R% R9 I 
5 g 0 . 5 7 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 " | I 
5? "OTOO 0.48 " p : M " 0.00 0.00 0.00 “ 0.00 0.00 0.00 Q.00" 
5° 0.00 0.00 0.54 0.00 —0.00 Q.QO 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00" 
5g 0.00 0.00 0.00 "o75 1 0.00 " 0 ^ 0.00 "O.QQ 0.00 0.00 
5° 0.00 0.00 0.00 " 0 ^ 0.51 0.00 0.00 "0.00 0.00 0.00 : 
S^ "aOQ 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.55 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 : 
5g " 0 ^ 0.00 —0.00 0.00 0.Q0" 0.00 0.55 0.00 0.00 0.00 ‘； 
S � 0.00 Q.QO —0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00" 0.00 0 . 5 ^ 0.00 0.00 | 
Sl ~om 0.00 —0.00 0.00 o.oo o.oo" o.oo " o ^ 0.59 " o ^ ^ 
~~鸾 ^ ~ ~ ^ ~ ~ ^ ~ ~ 0 ^ ~ ~ 0 ^ ~ ~ O o ~ ~ ^ ~ ~ 0 ^ ~ ~ ^ ~ " 0 . 5 8 f 
L _ _ ^ I 
I »• 
— ^ ^ _ i 
Table 2.11: Results of probabilistic concurrent matching (noise cr^  = 2.0) > 
II RBM 丨 
SRBM II Ro I Ri R2 R3 RA Rs Rs R7 Rs R9 ！ 
Sg 0.41 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 I 
~ ~ ^ ~ 0.00 0.47 0 . 0 0 Q .QO~ 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 . 0 0 0.00 0.00 • 
~ ~ 5 ° 0.00 0.00 “ 0.46 0.00 0.00 ~ 0 ^ 0.00 0.00 0.00 “ 0.00 
“ “ 5 ° 0.00 0.00 0.00 ~oT6^ 0.00 ~ 0 ^ O.QQ —0.00 0.00 “ 0.00 
~ 5 ^ 0 0 ^ 0.00 0.00 0.00— 0.47 0.00 0.00 —0.00 0.00 “ 0.00 
^ 蜀 O o ~ 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 ~0^4F 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
~ ~ ^ 0 ^ “ “ 0 . 0 0 0.00 - 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.44 0.00 0.00 " o " ! ^ 
^ ^ o W 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.35 0.00 0.00 
~ ~ ^ aOO~ 0.00 一 0.00 o.oy o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo ~ ^ o o.oo 
~ ~ 蜀 ~ ~ 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.44 
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Table 2.12: Overall performance of probabilistic concurrent matching 
Accuracy 
RBM | n ^ = 0-0 cr2 = 0.1 a2 = 0.5 a2 = 1.0 o"2 = 2.0 "| | 
Ro 1 0 0 % 1 0 0 % 1 0 0 % 1 0 0 % 1 0 0 % I 
Ri ~ ~ r p O % 100% — 1 0 0 % — 100% 100% I 
R2 100% r00% “ 100% 100% ~ 100% — I 
R3 100% 100% 100% 100% — 100% — 
^ 4 1 0 0 % “ 1 0 0 % 1 0 0 % 1 0 0 % • 1 0 0 % _ ！ 
i?5 87.5% 87.5% - 87.5% — 87.5% 87.5% — t 
Es ~ ~ 1 0 0 % 100% 100% 100% 100% 
R7 100% 100% 100% — 100% 100% — ！ 
Rs 100% 100% “ 100% 100% — 100% ~ " I 







Table 2.13: Results of prbabilistic concurrent matching ‘ 
I I RBM I 
SRBM \\Ro 丨 Ri R2 R3 RA Rs Bs R7 Rs i ^ " | 1 
5° + 5° X 0 0 " ~ 1 . 0 0 0.0T" 0.00 Q.O(T 0.00 ~aQQ~ 0.00 0.00 0.00 ‘ 
5° + S^ 1 .00~~0^~~1.00 0.00" 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 “ 0.00 
5° + S^ X00~~Om~~Q.QO 1.00 0.00 ~ O 0 O.QQ Q.OQ Q.OQ “ 0.00 
sg + 52 X 0 0 ~ ~ ^ ~ ~ 0 . 0 0 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 “ 0.00 
5g + 5g 1.00 0.00 0.00 ~0700 0.00 1.00 0.00 “ 0.00 O.OF" 0.00 
5g + 5g 1.00" 0.00 ~T00 0.00 "0.Q0 0.00 "1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
5g + 5? 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 —1.00 0.00 0.00 
5g + 5g 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00" 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 
5° + 5g 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 
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Table 2.14: Results of prbabilistic conctirrent matching (noise cr^  = 0.1) 
I I RBM . 
SRBM II Ro Ri R2 R3 R^ R5 Re R7 i ^ R9 
~s^ + 5? II 0.91 0.80 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 o . o F 
^ g + 5Q ~ 0 ： ^ O.QQ ~0：83 0.00 ~070Q Q.QO " ^ ^ 5 5 " _ q ^ ^ j j ^ _ g ^ 
"l'g + 5g "oT91 Q.QO ~ Q ^ 0.88 " 5 " ^ : ^ ^ _ g ^ _ ^ ^ _ g ^ ] j ^ 
5 2 + 5 ° ~ O m ~ ~ 0 . 0 0 Q.QO 0 . 0 0 0 . 8 6 0 . 0 0 " 0 ^ 0 . 0 0 ~ 0 ^ 0 . 0 0 
5° + 5g 0.91 _0^0 ~000~ 0.00 —0.00 0.87 “ 0.00 0.00 0.00 O.OF 
5g + 5g ~ 6 m 0.00 ~Om~ 0.00 ~ o W 0.00 0.83 0.00 —0.00 0 ^ 
5g + 5? ] o j r 0.Q0 Q.OQ 0.00 ~ o W 0.00 o W 0.86 ~ o W QjO_ 
5g + 5g "O^^~~0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 — _ — 0.00 " 0 8 7 " 0.00 
5g + 5g I 0.91 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.86_ 
Table 2.15: Results of prbabilistic concurrent matching (noise cr^  = 0.5) 
I I RBM 
SRBM 1 ^ 0 I Ri R2 Rs R4 R5 Re R7 Rs i ^ 
5g + 5? 0.66 0.73 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0-00 0.00 0.00 0.00" 
S^ + S^ 0.66 0 . 0 0 " 0.61 0 . 0 F 0.00 ~ M 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 "0.Q0 
50 + 5° ~oM~~0.00 0.00 0.61 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 —0.00 0.00 
50 + 55 ~0^~~0.00 0.00 0.00 0.65 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
~ s p r w 0.66 0.00" 0.00 0 . 0 F Q.QO 0 .62 O.QQ ~ 0 0 0 ~ 0.00 Q.QO 
5g + 5g 0.66 0.00 0.00 ~ 0 ^ 0.00 0.00 0.62 “ 0.00 0.Q0" Q.QO 
5Q + 5? 0.66 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 ^ ^ 0.00 "O.OQ 
5g + 5'g 0.66 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 ~ 0 ^ 0.00 “ 0.00 0.57 Q.QO 
5° + 5g " 0 . 6 6 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 .68 
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Table 2.16: Results of prbabilistic concurrent matching (noise a^ = 1.0) 
I I RBM 
SRBM | h ^ " | i^i R2 R3 R4 i ^ Rs R7 R% R9 
~S° + S^ II 0.57 0.54 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 Q.QO Q.OQ 0.00_ 
5g + S^ 0.57 0.00 0.54 0.00 —0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00_ 
5g + 5g 0.49 "0T00" 0.00 0.57 0.Q0" 0.00 0.00 0.0T" 0.00 ~ o W 
5° + 5° " 0 4 4 ~ ~ 0 ^ ~ ~ 0 . 0 0 0.00 0.45 0.00— 0.00 0.00 0.00 "0.Q0 
50 + 50 " o ^ " ~ 0 . 0 0 0.00 0.00 0.00" 0.64 ~ ^ 0 0.00 ~0^00~ 0.00 
6'g + 5g 0 . 5 7 0.00 ~ 0 ^ 0.00 "0 .00 0.00 0 . 5 5 0.00 0.00 0.00一 
5g + 5? 0.57 0.00 ~TW^ 0.00 ~ 0 ^ 0.00 "0.00 0.59 0.00 0.Q0" 
5g + 5'g ~o7^"•“0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 ~ 0 ^ 0.00 ~ 0 ^ 0.00 
"^g + 5g II 0.57 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.58— 
Table 2.17: Results of prbabilistic concurrent matching (noise cr^  = 2.0) 
I I RBM 
SRBM II Jio I Ri I R2 H3 R^ R5 i ^ R? Rs i ^ -
S^ + 5? II 0.41 0.47 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00_ 
5g + 5" 0.50 0.00 0.40 0.00 0.00 "OQ^ 0.00 o W 0.00 "0.Q0 
5° + 5° "0^~~Q.OQ 0.00 0.63 0.00 0.00 ~ o M ~ 0.00 0.00~ 0.00 
5 g + S ^ ~ 6 A i ~ ~ O o ~ " ~ 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 4 7 ~ o W 0 . 0 0 O . M ~ 0 . 0 0 — 0 . 0 0 
5g H- 5g 0.23 0.00 "0.28 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 ~ O W 0.00 ~Om~ 
5g 4- 5g 0.54 0.00 “ 0.00 0.00 " 0.00 0.00 0.34 0.0"5" 0.00 " 0 ^ 
5g + 5? "5.25 0.00 “ 0.00 0.00 " 0.00 ~ o W 0.00 0.00" 0.00 ~ 0 ^ 
s^ + 5g "o.21 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 l 0 0 0.00 " g ^ 
5 ° + S^ —""5.41 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 o . i 
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2.4.3 Experiments in Model-merging Using Fuzzy Relax-
ation 
The effectiveness of fuzzy relaxation process in identifying the corresponding feature 
points between two SRBMs is illustrated with experiment. For each RBM, there are 
8 SRBMs and each of these SRBMs contains a subset of feature points of the RBM. 
The number of corresponding feature points between any two SRBMs is deliberately 
made to be greater than four. Therefore, at least theoretically, a transformation 
based on the set of corresponding feature points can be derived to map feature 
points in one SRBM to another SRBM. Through a series of merging processes of 
the SRBMs, the original RBM could be reconstructed. 
In this experiment, all SRBMs extracted from each RBM were matched to one 
and another for the identification of the corresponding feature points between them. 
In Table 2.7, the numbers of corresponding feature points found between any two 
SRBMs for model 0 were tabulated. The number in the parenthesis indicates the 
actual number of corresponding feature points between the two SRBMs. We noted 
that almost all corresponding feature points could be identified in the absence of 
noise. Table 2.8 to Table 2.11 tabulated the number of corresponding feature points 
found between SRBMs in the presence of noise. When the value of noise power be-
came large especially at a^ = 2.0, fuzzy relaxation process could only find a portion 
of the corresponding feature points, in some cases, the number of corresponding 
feature points found was even below four. In such a case, the merging process must 
follow a particular sequence in order to reconstruct the original RBM. 
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Table 2.18: Numbers of corresponding feature points found 
SRBM S^ 5g SQ Q^ ^ 经 经 ^0 
~~5g 8 (8) 6 (6) 6 (6) 6 (6) 6 (6) 8 (8) 6 (6) 6 ( ^ 
Sl 9 (9) ~ T W ~ 6(6 ) 6 (6 ) 7 (7 ) 8 (8 ) _ 6 ( 6 ) 
Sl 10 (10) 6 (6) 6 (6) “ 6 (6) l o t l o J " 6 ( 6 ) ~ 
5g 11 (11) ~ 6 ( 6 ) 6 (6 ) 8 ( 8 ) ~ ^ ^ 
5g 12 (12) 一6 (6) 6 (6) 12 (12) 
5g 13 (13) 6 (6) 6 (6) 
" ~ ^ r ~ 14 (14) " 6 7 6 T 
Si 15 (15)" 
Table 2.19: Numbers of corresponding feature points found (noise cr^  = 0.1) 
SRBM 5q 1¾ ^ ^ ¾^ ^ 经 ^0 
~"SS 8 (8) 6 (6) 6 (6) 5 (6) 6 (6) 8 (8) 6 (6) 6 ( 6 ) ~ 
Sj 9 (9) ~ 6 W ~ 6 (6) ^ ^ 7 (7) 8 (8) 6 � 
Sl 10 (10) ~ 6 t ^ 6 (6) 6 (6) ~ H W 6 (6) 
5g 11 (11) ~ ^ W ~ 6 (6) 8 (8) 9 ( 9 ~ 
5g 12 (12) ~ 6 (6) ~ ~ 6 ^ ^ 12 (12)" 
5g 13 (13) ~ 6 ( 6 ) 6 (6) 
" " ^ S r ~ 14 (14) ~ ^ ^ 
~ g r i 15 (15) 
Table 2.20: Numbers of corresponding feature points found (noise a^ = 0.5) 
SRBM S^ Sg ^ 1¾ 1¾ ^ ^ ^0 
~ ^ ||8(8 )|5 (6 )| 4 (6 ) 5 (6) 5 (6 ) 6 (8 ) 5 (6 ) 5 ( 6 ) _ 
Sj 9 (9) ~ T W ~ 4(6) _ 5 ( 6 ) " T f f l 7 (8 ) ~ T W ~ 
5g 10 (10) 5 (6) 4 (6) 一 6 (6) 8 p J " 4 (6) 
5g 11 (11) ~ T W ~ 4 (6) - 8 (8) ~ 6 l 9 y ~ 
5g 12 (12) 3 (6) 6 (6) 9 (12) 
均 13 (13) " T W " 4 (6) 
5g 14 (14) ~ Y W ~ 
Sl 15 (15) 
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Table 2.21: Numbers of corresponding feature points found (noise o^ = 1.0) 
SRBM S^ S\ Sj 5'o *^ 0 ^ 理 ^0 . 
5g 8 (8) 5 (6) 5 (6) 5 (6) 5 (6) 5 (8) 5 (6) 4 (6) 
Sl 9 (9) ~ T W ~ 3 (6) 2 (6) 6 (7) 6 (8) 6 (6) 
Sl 10 (10) ~ T W 4 (6) 5 (6) 6 (10) 3 (6) 
&3 11 (11) 6 (6) 5 (6) 6 (8) 7 (9) 
5g 12 (12) ~ 6 ( 6 ) 0 (6 ) 8(12) 
~ ^ r ~ 13 (13) " T T 6 ) 6 (6) 
" " ^ 14 (14) " 2 T 6 T ~gri 15 (15) 
Table 2.22: Numbers of corresponding feature points found (noise a^ = 2.0) 
SRBM *5'o 1¾ ^ ^ ¾^ ^ ^ ^0 
5g 8 (8) 3 (6) 2 (6) 4 (6) 3 (6) 4 (8) 3 (6) O W ~ 
Sl 9 (9) ~ ^ 6 ) 1 (6) — 4 (6) 2 (7) 3 (8) ~ T J ^ 
Sl 10 (10) ~ T ( 6 ) 2 ( 6 ) ~ 2 (6) 6 (10) T ^ ^ 
Sl 11 (11) —2 (6) 5 (6) 3 (8) 6 (9) 
St 12 (12) ~ T W ~ 4 (6) 7 (12) 
Sl 13 (13) ^ W ~ 3 (6)— 
S{ 14 (14) ~ T W ~ 
Sl 15 (15)" 
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2.5 Summary 
In this chapter, a probabilistic relaxation process has been designed for the model-
based matching scenes of single isolated object. Besides, a fuzzy relaxation process 
has been devised for the identification of corresponding feature points between two 
SRBMs which is an essential procedure in constructing a RBM from a number 
of characteristic views. The proposed relaxation processes are highly parallel in 
nature and can concurrently explore all constraints embedded in a Rigid-Body Model 
(RBM) via the compatibility coefficients. In our study, all feature points of RBMs 
are assumed to be of the same nature, therefore only the relational constraints are 
explored and satisfactory experimental results were obtained. 
The probabilistic relaxation process has been improved such that the each Sub-
Rigid Body Model (SRBM) can match against all RBMs in the model-database 
concurrently. This concurrent matching scheme has not only eliminated the tedious 
procedure of matching the SRBM with each RBM in turn, but has also shown to 
be effective in matching scenes of multiple objects. 
The major advantages of relaxation processes over other standard matching 
methods such as the brute-force method [16] and the maximal clique finding method 
17] are: first, because of their highly parallel nature, they are computational efficient 
and suitable for practical hardware implementation [18]. Second, they are more tol-
erant of image distortion. Their reinforcing processes are local and therefore missing 
matches can be tolerated and hence occluded objects can be recognized. 
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Object Recognition by Hopfield 
Network 
Since Hopfield and Tank [19, 20] demonstrated that a highly-interconnected network 
of neuron-like processing elements, known as Hopfield network, is capable of solv-
ing NP-complete combinatorial optimization problem, a number of low-level vision 
problems, such as image restoration [21，22, 23, 24], image segmentation [25, 26, 27 
and stereo vision [28], have been formulated as minimization of energy function and 
solved by Hopfield networks. Recently Lin et al. [4] has proposed to apply a 
Hopfield network for object recognition，hence in this chapter, a two-dimensional 
Hopfield network is studied to solve our model-matching and model-merging prob-
lems [29]. 
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rgpfl. 
I竹：別 
11 'a ‘ N-1 'N 
Figure 3.1: Basic architecture of Hopfield network. The solid dots represent the 
neuron and the lines represent the interconnections between neurons. 
3.1 An Overview of Hopfield Network 
A Hopfield network [19, 20] is a single layer recurrent (or feedback) neural network, 
with feedback connections from each neuron to all other neurons (except itself), as 
illustrated in Fig. 3.1. The output of the ith neuron is fed to the input of neuron 
jth. neuron by a connection of weight Tij. In addition, each neuron has an offset bias 
of value Ii fed to its input. Because of the interconnections among the neurons, the 
state of the network changes with time. The dynamics of the network is described 
by a system of nonlinear differential equations and an associated energy function 
which is minimized during the time evolution o£ the state of the network. 
A Hopfield network can be hardware implemented by interconnecting an array of 
resistors, capacitors, nonlinear amplifiers and external bias current sources as shown 
in Fig. 3.2. The circuit allows resistive feedback from any output Vj to any input Ui 
with a conductance T{j respectively. Applying the KirchhofF's Current Law to every 
input node of the amplifier, the equations of motion describing the time evolution 
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of the circuit are: 
du. N (N 1 、 
C i l 二 E A K — M E A + r +A. 
批 J=l \j=l Ti) 
&i — ^i I 1 y^ T. .y. _|_ Ii. (3 1) 
dt CiRi Ci j=i Ci 
where 
Ci is the input capacitance of neuron i; 
Ui is the effective input of neuron i] 
Tij is the connection weight from neuron j to neuron i] 
gi is the sigmoid activation function; 
Vj is the output state of neuron j, Vj = gi{ui)] 
Vi is the input resistance of neuron i, 1 / ¾ = l / n + Y^f=i T{j] 
Ii is the biased input of neuron i. 
By choosing gi 二 g, Ri = R and C{ = C, and redefining Tij|C and Ii|C as Tij and 
Ii respectively, the equations of motion are simplified as: 
智 = - 巧 々 3 聯 (3.2) 
j=i 
where r 二 RC. Given the input voltages of the neurons values U{ at time t = 0, 
these equations of motion provide a full description of the time evolution of the state 
of the circuit. 
Hopfield [30] has shown that the equations of motion of such a network with 
symmetric connections ( ¾ 二 Tji) always lead to a convergence to stable states, in 
which the output voltages of all neurons remain constant. Also, when the width of 
the amplifier gain curve is narrow — a step function, the stable states of the network 
are the local minima of the following function 
E = - l f : j :T ,oViV, - i :m (3.3) 
^ i=i j=i i=i 
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U . .. . . . ^ ^ / , 主 。 ’ " ‘ ^ 。、 
/ TiN / T,3 / Ti2 / Tii — — N 
^^ 7 7 7 7 T g^(^^^  ^V2 
# ^ ^ / " i i 。 ： 厂 
/ T2N / 丁23 / l 2 2 / 丁21 了 了 N 
4^歹.………j^/ ‘ 主 。 ' " " ^ ^ ^ “ 
; / l 3 M / 丁3 / l 3 2 / T31 了 — ： 
^“ 7 71"^“TH~~7 T ^^^ "VN 
^ ^ ^ / " - i 主 。 " ^ 
/ lNN / TN3 y TN2 / Tfji — — 
Figure 3.2: Circuit diagram of a Hopfield network. Note that negative feedback can 
be realized by connecting positive conductance Tij to the negative output —Vi of a 
amplifier (not shown in the figure). 
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In other words, given the initial set of input voltages Ui, the network will converge to 
a stable state in which the function in Eq. (3.3) is minimized. For any optimization 
problem which can be formulated as the minimization of an energy function that 
can be expressed by Eq. (3.3), a Hopfield network can be used to find the minima 
of the energy function by choosing the connection weights T{j and the input bias 
currents Ii that appropriately represent the energy function. The solution to the 
optimization problem can then be interpreted from the final state of the Hopfield 
network. 
3.2 Model-matching Problem Solved by Hopfield 
Network 
In this section, we describe how the model-matching problem and the model-merging 
problem can be mapped onto a Hopfield network. In order to formulate the problems 
to be solvable by Hopfield network, we must first decide a representation scheme 
which allows the outputs of the neurons in the network to be interpreted as the 
solutions to the problems, next define an energy function whose minimum value 
corresponds to the best solutions to the problems, and finally derive the equations 
of motion for the neurons. 
3.2.1 Representation of Lhe Solution 
Supposing a SRBM having N feature points matches against a RBM having M 
feature points, a solution to this model-matching problem can be represented as a 
N X M matrix with only 0 and 1 elements. Each row of this matrix corresponds to a 
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particular feature point of the SRBM while each column corresponds to a particular 
feature point of the RBM. If the iih. feature point of the SRBM is in correspondence 
with the kth feature point of the RBM, the element {i,k) will have a value of 1， 
otherwise it will have a value of 0. A two-dimensional Hopfield network consisted of 
N X M neurons, as shown in Fig. 3.3, is designed for the model-matching problem. 
Each neuron (z, k) of the network represents an element [i, k) of the matrix. The 
voltage output of each neuron (z, k) indicates the degree of match between the ith. 
feature point of the SRBM and the kth feature point of the RBM. The voltage 
outputs of neurons are allowed to vary continuously during the evolution of the 
network, the final matching result is interpreted by replacing the corresponding 
element of the matrix with either a 1 or 0 depending on whether the voltage output 
of the neuron (i, k) is greater than a threshold or not. Using this representation it 
is easy to see that the conditions which are necessary to ensure that the stable state 
of the Hopfield network corresponds to a valid solution are: 
1. There must not be more than one neuron having a value of 1 in each row; and 
2. There must not be more than one neuron having a value of 1 in each column. 
3.2.2 Energy Function 
If the Hopfield network mentioned in the last section is applied to find the solution 
to the model-matching problem, its behaviour must be described by an energy func-
tion in which its minimum corresponds to the best solution to the model-matching 
problem. This requirement can be split into 
1. ensuring that stable states of the network corresponding to a valid solution 
are favoured; and 
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Figure 3.3: Two-dimensional Hopfield network for matching N x M feature points. ‘ 
The output of each other neuron (i, k) is connected to the input of each other neuron \ 
(J, 1) through a weight of value Tikji. : 
》 
1 
. . I 
2. ensuring that stable states of the network representing high degree of compat- 丨 
ibility between feature points are favoured. > f 寺 
‘ (i 
H 
An energy function which satisfies the requirement is : ‘ 
• { 
p N M M ^ M N N p N M ^ 
E - y E E E ^ ^ + f E E E ^ ^ . ^ - f E E ^ - . 
乙 X k Z#fc 乙 k i j^i ^ i k 
q N M N M 
! E E E Z ^ M A (3.4) 
^ i k j^i 1社 
where P, Q, R and S are positive weighting coefficients which indicate the relative 
strength of each term in Eq. (3.4), and Vik denotes the output of neuron (i, k), its 
value will approach 1 if the ith feature point of the SRBM is matched to the kih. 
feature point of the RBM; otherwise it will approach to 0. 
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The first and second terms of Eq. (3.4) are the uniqueness constraints which 
enforce the solution being a valid one where each feature point of the SRBM uniquely 
matches to one of the feature points of the RBM and vice versa. The first term is 
minimum when at most one neuron in each row having output value 1 and all others 
having output value 0. This corresponds to the constraint that each feature point 
of the SRBM must match to either one or none of the feature points of the RBM. 
Similarly, the second term is minimum when at most one neuron in each column 
having output value 1 and all others having output value 0. This corresponds to the 
constraint that each feature point of the RBM must match either to one or none of 
the feature points of the SRBM. 
However, with the first and second terms alone in the energy function, the net-
work will converge to a state where all neurons are being deactivated. The third 
term is included to force the network out of this undesirable state. 
The last term measures the degree of compatibility between a pair of feature 
points [fi, fj) of the SRBM and another pair of feature points (mfc,mf) of the RBM. 
Let dij be the distance between a pair of feature points ( / “ fj) of the SRBM and dki 
the distance between the corresponding pair of feature points {mk,mi) of the RBM. 
Based on the principle of invariance of distance measures under geometric transfor-
mation where deformation of object does not occur, pairs of feature points (/“/】•） 
and {rrik,mi) will be considered compatible with each other if dij 二 dki. However, 
due to the error introduced from data acquisition process and the feature extraction 
process, the corresponding pair of feature points will not be located at exactly the 
same co-ordinates, thus, dij may not equal dki in practice. This correspondence error 
is denoted as e — \dij — dki\. In Lin [4]，pairs of feature points { f i , f j ) and {mk,mi) 
are considered compatible with. each other if e is less than a threshold, 6\ otherwise 
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Figure 3.4: Function of compatibility coefficient. A very small value of A will result 
in a step function, while a large value of A will result in a smooth function. 
they will be considered incompatible. The success of this formulation of compatibil-
ity relies on the value of 6. Considering the above pairs of feature points, if now the ‘ 
value of 9 is selected such that it is slightly less than the value of e. The same pairs 
of feature points will be considered as incompatible. Since the quantization error 
introduced into a characteristic view may vary from one to the other, it is difficult 
to find a value of 9 that is suitable for all characteristic views. 
In view of the defect of the Lin's formulation, the compatibility measure, Cikji, 
of pairs of feature points ( / ‘ , fj) and (mfc,m/.), is re-defined as: 
2 
c ^ i 二 1 + e . K ( . - e ) / X ) - 1 (3.5) 
The value of Cikji is continuous and bounded by +1 and -1 as shown in Fig. 3.4. 
If the value of e is less(greater) than the value of 6, the compatibility measure 
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will be assigned a positive (negative) value of magnitude proportional to \e — 0\. 
Experimentally, our formulation showed similar performance as Lin's formulation if 
0 is set close to the quantization error of a characteristic view. If the value of 6 is 
deviated from the value of quantization error，our formulation out-performed Lin's 
formulation. In other words, our formulation makes the compatibility measure less 
depending on the good value of 6 and evaluates the compatibility between feature 
point more precisely. 
Here, we would like to point out that our energy function is different from those 
proposed by other researchers in the field [4, 31] in the way that we have released the 
constraints in the energy function such that a feature point of the SRBM is allowed 
not to match to any of the feature points in the RBM. In practice, a feature point 
in the SRBM may be spurious as a result of noise and therefore it does not have 
any corresponding feature point in the RBM. Our energy function is formulated 
such that it will not be penalized if a feature point of the SRBM does not match 
to any feature point of the RBM. Moreover, the proposed Hopfield network is also 
applicable for finding the corresponding feature points between two SRBMs in which 
a feature point of one SRBM may not correspond to any feature point of another 
SRBM due to occlusion. 
3.2.3 Equations of Motion 
Based on the energy function formulated in the last section, the connection weights 
between pairs of neurons and the input bias currents to neurons can be derived. The 
derived connection weights and the input bias currents can then be used to generate 
the equations of motion which govern the dynamics of the network. 
As described by Hopfield and Tank [19], the Lyapunov function of a two-dimensional 
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Hopfield network is defined as follows: 
1 N M N M 
E = - ^ E E E E T^iV^Mi — E E 1 ^ (3.6) 
h i k j I i k 
Now rearranging Eq. (3.4), 
p N M M pi M N N q N M N M 
E = # Z E E ^ ^ K + * E E E ^ ^ K ^ i E E E E C i i ^ j - M * R ' 
^ i k i^k ^ k I j^i ^ I k j^i ii^k 
p N M 
- f E E ^ -
2 k . 
1 / N M M M N N N M N M \ i 
= ^ E E E ^¾¼ + E E E ¢^^¾^ - E E E E sc.,,,K,v,, ‘ 
丄 \ i k l^k k I 3^i i k j^i 1抖 J ； 
p N M , - f E E ^ ( i k i 
1 N M N M ‘‘ 
二 — | E E E E { ^ b _ “ i — ^)(i — 40 - p&(i - &) \ 
^ I k j I ； 
N M u ,i 
-QSki{l - ^)}¾¾ - E E 7¾ (3-7) ； 
i k ^ t 
By comparing Eq. (3.6) with Eq. (3.7), the values of the connection weight Tikji � 
、 
• • I 
and the bias input Uk can be obtained as 
. « 丨丨 
T,kji 二 SC^I (1 - ^ ) (1 - fe) — P � ] (1 - hi) - Q^ki{l - ^ ) (3.8) j 
p 
and 
Uk = f (3.9) 
where 6{j 二 1 if i 二 j; ^ = 0 if i + j. 
The equation of motion for state Uik of a neuron {i,k) [19] is: 
^ ^ = £ 5 ¾ ¾ - , + ; * (3.10) 
似 j 1 T 
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By substituting Eq. (3.8) and Eq. (3.9) into Eq. (3.10)，the equation of motion is 
derived as follows: 
7, N M M N u 
^ = s E ^ c . , , v , - p ^ V u - Q E V . ^ - V + f ( 3 . n ) 
耽 3私 l^k l^k j^i T 力 
Supposing a sigmoidal transfer function is used, 
化 = " ( - 1 。 = 1 + 二 旅 ) (3.12) 
Initially, the sum of all the neurons' outputs is assumed to be equal to the number 
of possible correspondences, N' = min (M, N). Therefore, the initial output of each 
neuron is: 
W = j j (3.13) 
Then the initial value of Uik from Eq. (3.12) and Eq. (3.13) can be derived as 
u.mt = - Y ^ n { N ' - l ) (3.14) 
where uo is a constant. Since all the neurons have the same initial value, random 
noise is added to the initial value in order to prevent the network from being trapped 
in an unstable equilibrium. Hence, the initial conditions are rewritten as follows: 
i^lfc(0)二^ i^rut + 77iA： (3.15) 
and 
V.k{0) = g { u , k m (3.16) 
where rjik is a random number uniform distributed between —O.luinit and OAuinn. 
After setting up the initial values for all neurons, we can start to evolve the network 
to get the solution. 
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3.2.4 Interpretation of Solution 
After the voltage outputs of all neurons converged, a solution of the model-matching 
problem can be interpreted from the final states of the Hopfield network. For each 
feature points fi of the SRBM, it is said to be mapped to the feature point rrik of 
the RBM if the voltage output of neuron (i, k) has a value of 1. If the mapping 
found is a valid one, there will be at most only one 1 in each row and column. 
Therefore, by simply counting the number of l's, the number of correspondences 
can be determined and it is a good measure of how well the SRBM matches with 
the RBM. In the case of a SRBM matches equally well to a number of RBMs, a 
match score can then be computed to further differentiate the matching to each 
RBM. Let N be the number of corresponding feature points, provided N > 3, the 
match score is defined as 
1 N-1 N 1 
1 y^ y^ (3 17) 
N{N - 1)/2 ti 4 i i 1 + K . — dG_)2 . 
where G{i) is the corresponding feature points of the RBM for the ith. feature point 
of the SRBM, and dij and dG{i)G{j) denote the distance between feature point i and 
j of the SRBM and the distance between feature point G{i) and G{j) of the RBM 
respectively. 
In practice, there would be more than one RBMs in the model-database with each 
representing an object. Hopfield network can be used to identify an unknown object 
by matching the SRBM constructed from a characteristic view of the unknown object 
against every RBM in the database. After each matching process, the number of 
corresponding feature points between the SRBM and a particular RBM is computed. 
By choosing the RBM with the maximum number of corresponding feature points, 
the unknown object is recognized as an instance of the object represented by the 
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RBM. If the SRBM matches equally well to a number of RBMs, a match score is 
computed to further access the degree of match between the SRBM and a particular 
RBM. 
3.2.5 Convergence of the Hopfield Network 
In this section, we intend to show our energy function is of a Lyapunov-style which 
is continuously decreasing until a minimum has been reached. The energy function 
formed for continuous Hopfield-Tank network [30] is 
1 1 r v^"fc 
^ - - ^ E E E E ^ ¾ ^ . ^ - E E ^ ^ ^ ¾ + E E 7 / ^ ^"^(0^^ (3.i8) 
丄 t k 3 1 X k t k TJO 
where g is the sigmoid function in Eq. (3.12). In order to show that the energy 
function is a Lyapunov function which always leads to a convergence to a stable 
states, we take the derivative of the energy function with respect to time, 
dE dE ^ dE dVi2 dE dV21 dE dV22 
~^ = dV,i dt ^ dVi2 dt ^ ‘ ‘ “ ^  dV2i dt dV22 dt … 
= Y y l ^ ^ (3.19) 
- + + 肌 dt 
where dE/dVik is calculated first: 
1 ^ 二 - ^ E E ^ ^ . ^ - i E E ^^.^ + 7 .^^ ^¾) - ^-
OVik ^ j 1 乙 J 1 T 
1 1 N M j 
二 — I E E T^v]i -去 E E T^v]i + (E E 〜 而 +1* - ^ ) — 了认 
2 j 1 乙 3 1 J 1 肌 
二 - l ^ U T , . . - T . , , ) V , - ' ^ (3.20) 
Substituting Eq. (3.20) into Eq. (3.19), and the dynamics of the energy function is 
obtained: 
f = [4????(^- - ^ -^ '^] r^ -??¾^^^ (3.21) 
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If the connection matrix is symmetric, TjUk — T{kji = 0，then 
dE — ^ Y^ duik dVik 
~ ^ _ ~ ' ^ ^ ~ d t ~ ~ i r 
二 _ V V ^ - H ^ ) f ^ y (3.22) 
Y V 肌 V dt ； 
Obviously, dE/dt < 0 because g{uik) is a nondecreasing function, dg~^{Vik)/dVik > 
0，and {dVik/dty > 0. Also, dE/dt 二 0 only if dVik/dt = 0 for all i, k. 
In our network， 
T,kji = C,kji (1 - ^ ) (1 - h i ) - ^ (1 - 4 0 - ^^(1 - ^ ) 
二 CjWc (1 - ^z) (1 — ^lk) - ^z (1 - ^lk) — & ( 1 - ^z) 
二 T,uk (3.23) 
From the above discussion which clarified that the dynamics of our energy function 
is continuously decreasing until the minimum energy is reached where the states of 
neurons remain constant and the network is stablized. We then can conclude that 
/ 
the energy function used in our network is of a Lyapunov type which implies the , 
network will converge to a stable state as time passes. i 
3.2.6 Iterative Algorithm 
The procedures for solving model-matching and model-merging problems using a 
continuous Hopfield network model are summarized as follows: 
1. FOR all i,k DO 
Set the initial state of neuron (i, k) according to Eq. (3.15) and Eq. (3.16) 
with UQ 二 0.002 and r 二 1. 
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2. Set t = 0，tol = 10—5, stop 二 FALSE. 
3. WHILE stop = FALSE DO 
BEGIN 
3.1. FOR alH,fc DO 
BEGIN 
3.1.1. Choose a neuron {i, k) randomly. 
3.1.2. Update the value of Uik of the neuron (i, k) according to Eq. (3.11) 
using 4th-order Runge-Kutta method. 
u,k {t + 1) = u,k � + ^ {h + 2k2 + 2h + h) 
where 
ki = h X f {uik {t)) 
/ ]^^\ 
k2 二 h X f Uik (t) + — 
\ 丄) 
( , � k 2 \ 
h = h X f Uik {i) + ^ 
V 丄/ 
fc4 = h X f{uik {t) + k3) 
/ ( . ) is the right-hand side of Eq. (3.11) and h is the time step size. 
3.1.3 Update the value of Vik of neuron {i,k) according to Eq. (3.12). 
END 
3.2 IF y,fc {t + 1) - V^ fc � < tol for all z, k THEN stop = TRUE. 
3.3 Sett = t + 1. 
END 
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4. FOR all i, k DO 
IF V^k{t) > 0.95 THEN V^k{t) = 1 ELSE Vik{t) 二 0. 
3.3 Estimation of Distance Threshold Value 
In section 3.2.2，we introduced the distance threshold, 6 which is the tolerance used 
to determine the compatibility between pairs of feature points. It is important in 
determining the performance of Hopfield network. However, the criteria in choosing 
the value of 6 has not been mentioned in previous section. In the following, we are 
trying to estimate the value of 6. 
Let A 二 {xi,yi,zi), B = (x2,y2,^2) be two feature points of a 3-D object. 
Assuming a series of characteristic views has been taken about the 3-D object and 
letting Ai = Ri • A + T\ 二 {xlylzl) and B^ = Ri • B + T\ 二 {xlylz]) to be 
feature points at a characteristic view corresponding to A and B respectively. Due to 
quantization error in the data acquisition process, Ai and Bi will be contaminated 
with noise. Assuming the noise being Gaussian with zero mean and variance cr^ , 
we have A[ 二 (a^i+r7i，2/ii+7/2，2ii+773) and B^ = (x] + Tj4,y2+V5,^2+V6), where 
each 7ji is a random variable with zero mean and variance cr^ . The distance between 
A[ and B[ is 
d{A[,B[) 二 y^ r^^ ^^ T^ i^^ T^ r^^ j^^ 7Ti^ r^ r^ri^  (3.24) 
where rjx 二 TJi 一 7/4, Vy = V2 — Vs and T]z = Vs — Ve are random variables with zero 
mean and variance 2a^. 
Taking the Taylor series expansion of Eq. (3.24) with respect to rjx,VyjVz and 
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neglecting the second order and higher terms, we get 
d ( A i，^) = ^ ( A . , 5 . ) + ”“一1-动 + ”中11-";1) + ” “ 2 1 1 - 动 ( 3 . 2 5 ) 
d[Ai, Bi) 
Let 
(^1 - 动 {y\-y\) . ^ — (^i^ - ^l) 
ai = 5 i : ^ ^ , ^ = ^ : ^ ^ a n d a 3 _ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
then Eq. (3.25) becomes 
d{A ' , ,B[ ) = d { A , , B ^ ) ^ r j (3.26) 
where rj 二 yya^ ai + r]ya2 + rj^Ci^ is a random variable with zero mean and variance 
2 (a? + a^ + a l ) — 二 2(((^;! - x^)^ + (yJ — y\y + (z} — zlf)|d^A,, B,))a'=仏 
Let A2, B2 be the corresponding feature points of A, B at another characteristic 
view, and A'2, B^ be the noisy feature points corresponding to A2, B2 respectively. 
Using the same approach as above, v/e get 
c Z ( A B 0 = c i ( 4 ^ ) + V (3.27) 
where rf is a random variable with zero mean and variance 2a^. 
We want to find the value of 9, such that 
|<成，5;) — 3(4'2，钱)1<没 (3-28) 
By the principle of invariance of distance, d { A i , B i ) = d{A2, B2), together with Eq. 
(3.26) and Eq. (3.27), we have 
| ^ ^ ( A i , B ; ) - c / ( A ' 2，B � H " - V I (3.29) 
where \rj — rj'{ is a random variable with zero mean and variance 4cr .^ 
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Recalling the probability P [\X\ < 4a] ^ 1 for a random variable X with zero 
mean and variance cr^ . Combining the above fact with Eq. (3.29), we have 
附1，如-明,5』二 |"'| 
< 4 V 4 ^ 
二 Sa (3.30) 
Therefore, we have that the upper bound of 9 is 8cr. 
3.4 Cooperative Concurrent Matching Scheme 
For the matching scheme mentioned in the section 3.2, recognition of an unknown 
object from a model database involves a series of matching processes in which the 
unknown object is sequentially matched against each individual model in the model-
database. The scheme is inefficient since the parallelism of the neural network has 
not been exploited. In this section, a cooperative concurrent matching scheme in 
which the unknown object could concurrently match against all models in the modei-
database is proposed. Besides being efficient, by setting the synaptic connection 
weights between neurons representing feature points belonged to the same model 
excitatory and synaptic connection weights between neurons representing feature 
points belonged to different models inhibitory or neutral depending on whether it 
is a scene of single object or multiple objects, the similarity and difference between 
models has been embeded as weights in the synaptic connection between neurons 
and this improves the recognition accuracy. 
In our Hopfield network structure, neurons in rows denote feature points of a 
SRBM whereas neurons in columns denote feature points of a RBM. Hence, the 
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Figure 3.5: Hopfield network structure for a cooperative concurrent matching 
scheme. 
SRBM can match against one of the RBMs in the database at each time. Instead, 
the column size of the Hopfield network could be increased such that all RBMs in 
the model-database have been embedded as illustrated in Fig. 3.5. The SRBM can 
now concurrently match against all RBMs in the model-database. 
3.4.1 Scheme for Recognizing a Single Object 
Supposing a SRBM which represents a single isolated object is concurrently matched 
against all RBMs in the model-database using the proposed concurrent matching 
scheme. After the matching process, feature points of the SRBM may be matched 
to feature points belonging to different RBMs. However, the correspondence found 
is considered valid only if all feature points of the SRBM are matched to feature 
points belonged to one single RBM. Hence, we have to consider how this constraint 
could be incorporated into the Hopfield network. 
Basically, the connection from one neuron to another neuron can either be exci-
tatory or inhibitory. As the network evolves, excitatory connections would enhance 
the level of activity of the neurons whereas inhibitory connections would suppress 
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the level of activity of the neurons. Making use of this knowledge, the constraint 
could be encoded into the synaptic connections between neurons. The connections 
between neurons belonged to the same RBM could be either excitatory or inhibitory 
with value proportional to the compatibility measures. However, the connections 
between neurons belonged to different RBMs should be inhibitory such that the 
solution is enforced to be a valid one. This inhibitory synaptic connection between 
neurons should be set to a small negative value because it prevents some falsely 
turned-on neurons at the initial stage of the process from suppressing other neu-
rons' activities too much. 
The network and the weight connections between neurons is shown in Fig. 3.6. 
The weight of connection between any two neurons are derived from the compatibil-
ity measure between pairs of feature points ( / “ fj) of the SRBM with pairs of feature 
points {mk,mi) of the RBM in the model-database. The compatibility measures are 
formulated as 
2/(1 + eccp((e - 0)|X)) - 1 if rrik and mi G same model 
Cikji = (3.31) 
—0.1 if ruk and mi G different models 
< 
The purpose of introducing inter-model inhibitory synaptic connection is to in-
corporate global constraints into the network. In our our experiment, the network 
with inter-model inhibitory synaptic connection did not significantly out-perform 
the network with inhibitory synaptic connection for recognizing single object. How-
ever we believe that incorporating as much information as available into the Hopfield 
network would help the network keeping away from local minimum. 
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Figure 3.6: Weight connections between neurons for matching single object where 
Tikji and Ti'k'j'i' are defined as in Eq. (3.8)，and Tiki'k' = SCiki'k'{^ — &')(1 — Skk')— 
p^..,^I_Skk')-Q8kk'(1 -^ii') = -0.15' and similar for Tikj'i' 二 Tju>k> = Tjij,i, = -0.15 
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Figure 3.7: Weight connections between neurons for matching multiple objects where 
Tikji and Ti'k'j'i' are defined as in Eq. (3.8)，and Tiki'k' = Tikj'i' = Tju,k' = Tjij'i, = 0. 
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3.4.2 Scheme for Recognizing Multiple Objects 
When a SRBM represents multiple objects, the compatibility measure devised in 
the previous section should be modified and defined as follows: 
2/(1 + exp{{e — 0)/X)) - 1 if rrik and mi G same model 
Cikji = (丄叫 
0 if rUk and mi G different models 
Fig. 3.7 shows the network and the weight connections between neurons. The only 
modification is that the compatibility measure between pairs of feature points of 
the SRBM and pair of feature points from two RBMs is 0. The reason for this is 
that the pairs of feature points of the SRBM could belong to the same RBM or 
two different RBMs. Therefore, the compatibility measure between pairs of feature 
points {fiJj) of the SRBM and pairs of feature points (mfc,m/) belonging to two 
different RBMs cannot be determined as either excitatory or inhibitory. A value 
I 
of 0 is thus assigned to the compatibility measure. Since there are no interactions ‘ 
1 
between the RBMs, the Hopfield network can be regarded as a combination of a 
1 
number of sub-networks where each sub-network presents a RBM. A global match 
is achieved by the Hopfield network when each sub-network is locally at its stable 
state, that is the energy contribution due to each sub-network is at its minimum. | 
Although there is no explicit connection between the models in this network, the ‘ 
first and the second terms in Eq. (3.4) force the network to converge to a global 
solution. 
3.5 Simulation Results 
The effectiveness of Hopfield network for model-matching problem and model-merging 
problems is illustrated with sets of computer generated data mentioned in section 
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2.4. In the database, there are ten RBMs, each having thirty feature points. For 
each RBM, eight SRBMs are generated by discarding a random number of feature 
points of the RBM and feature points of the SRBMs have undergone arbitrary 3-
D transformations. The following values of the parameters are used to obtain the 
experimental results:P = Q = R = S = 1，u � = 0.002, h 二 0.000001 and r = 1. 
3.5.1 Experiments in the Model-matching Problem Using 
a Hopfield Network 
In this experiment, a Hopfield network was applied to the model-matching problem 
in which a SRBM was matched against each RBM in the database in turn. After 
each matching process, the number o£ corresponding feature points found were used 
to access the degree of match between the SRBM and the particular RBM. The 
SRBM was then recognized as an instance of the RBM which got the maximum 
number of corresponding feature points. In case of the SRBM matched equally well 
to a number of RBMs, match scores, based on Eq. (3.17), could be computed in aid 
of choosing the best one. 
In Table 3.1, the numbers of corresponding feature points obtained from match-
ing 10 SRBMs, each belonged to one of the RBMs, against the RBMs in the model-
database are tabulated. We noted that based on the numbers of matched feature 
points alone all SRBMs were correctly matched to their corresponding RBMs. 
In practice, feature points of a SRBM may be corrupted by noise from optics, 
quantization errors in the data acquisition process and errors in the feature extrac-
tion process; in order to simulate this situation, zero mean Gaussian noises were 
added to feature points of all SRBMs. The matching processes were repeated for 
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the presence of noise with variance a^ of value 0.1, 0.5, 1.0 and 2.0. Since only 
feature points of the SRBMs contained noises, according to Eq. (3.30)，the value 
of the distance threshold must lie in the range 0 < 9 < 8o"/v^. The values of 9 
were then chosen to be 0.5, 1.5，3.0 and 5.0 respectively. The matching results are 
tabulated in Table 3.2 to Table 3.5 where wecan observe that the confidence of the 
match decreases as the noise power increases. However, based on the number of 
matched feature points alone, every SRBM had been matched to its corresponding 
RBM. 
Table 3.6 summarizes the results of matching all SRBMs against all SRBM. All 
SRBMs had been matched to their corresponding RBMs, except 5 j was incorrectly 
matched to Ro. Hopfield network had shown comparable performance as the prob-
abilistic relaxation process on recognizing scene o£ single isolated objects. 
The Hopfield network is not only suitable for recognizing scenes of single isolated 
objects, it is also designed for recognizing scenes of multiple objects. In the following 
experiment, 9 integrated SRBMs were formed by concatenating two SRBMs, one 
belonged to the first RBM and another belonged to one of the other RBMs, and 
each of these integrated SRBMs represents a scene of two objects. Each integrated 
SRBM was then matched against each RBM in sequence. The matching results were 
tabulated in Table 3.7. We noted that the two SRBMs embedded in the integrated 
SRBM have been matched to their corresponding RBMs. Furthermore, zero mean 
Gaussian noise with variance of value 0.1’ 0.5，1.0 and 2.0 were added to the feature 
points of all integrated SRBMs. The previous matching processes were repeated and 
the matching results were tabulated in Table 3.8, 3.9, 3.10 and 3.11 respectively. 
In probabilistic relaxation process, a SRBM is assumed to be a subset of the 
RBM which implies each feature point of the SRBM must have a corresponding one 
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in the RBM. In practice, this assumption would be violated if spurious feature points 
caused by noise are introduced into a SRBM or feature points of a SRBM belonged to 
different RBMs. In both cases, spurious feature points or feature points belonged to 
other RBM would still be matched to the feature points of the RBM which are most 
compatible with them. Although a remedial procedure can be used to eliminate the 
false matches, it is inefficient. On the other hand, the Hopfield network has been 
formulated such that a feature point in a SRBM may not necessarily correspond to 
any feature point in the RBM if it receives no support from other feature points. 
Therefore the Hopfield network is more effective. 
Table 3.1: Results of Hopfield network matching 
I I RBM 
_SRBM ~W I Ri R2 I R3 R^ 及5 R� R7 Rs R9 -
" ~ 5 g 8 0 0 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 “ 
” ^ 0 “ “ 8 0 “ 0 0 — 0 ~ T 0 ~ ~ 2 ~ 0 
“ “ ^ ~ ~ 1 ^ 8 ~~0 r ~ 0 — 2 0 2 ~~6~~ 
“ “ ^ 0 0 ~~0 8 F " 2 0 0 0 2 
~ M 0~~ 0 0 - 0 8 — 0 ~~0" 0 ~ ~ 0 ~ " 0 
~ 驾 2 ~ " 2 0 — 2 ~ ~ 0 ~ ~ 8 0 0 2 0 
~~驾"““~~0 0 ~ " 3 0 2 3 “ 8 0 0 2 — 
~~~^ 0 2 ~ " 0 0 — 0 0 2 8~~ 3 2 
~ ~ ^ 0 “ “ Q ~ ~ ^ 0 3 — 2 2 — 2 8~~ 0 
— 5 g 0 0 0 |~"T 0 2 0 2 0 8 
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Table 3.2: Results of Hopfield network matching (noise a^ 二 0.1) 
I I RBM 
SRBM I Ro I 丑1 I R2 I R3 I i^ 4 Rs Re R7 Rs R9 
~ 5 g ~ 8 2 3 3 3 3 3 2 3 3 — 
~ ~ ^ ~ ~ 3 ~ 8 ~ ~ 3 0 2 ~ ^ ~ ~ 3 3 0 ~ ~ 3 ~ 
5° ~~3 r ~ 8 3 ~~3 r ~ 2 3 3 2 “ 
5g 3 ~ T ~ " 3 ~ ~ ^ 3 ~ " T ~ 3 3 3 ~~3 
5° 3 ~ T ~ 3 2 ~~8~~ 3 3 2 3 ~ 2 
~ ~ ^ " " " 3 ~ ~ 3 ~ " 3 3 3 8 — 2 ~ ~ ^ 3 3 
~ ~ ^ 2~~ 3 2 3 3 - 3 8 3 ~ ~ 3 ~ " 3 _ 
5° ~ ^ ~ 3 3 3 2 2 2 8 3 0 丨、 
"“^驾~~" 3 ~ ^ ~ ~ 2 2 0 3 3 ~ ^ 8 2 




Table 3.3: Results of Hopfield network matching (noise a^ = 0.5) , 
I I RBM , 
S R B M Ro I Ri I R 2 J R 3 I 丑4 I i^ 5 Re> R7 Rs ¾^ | , 
“ “ ^ 0 8 3 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3~~| ‘ 
“ “ ^ " ~ ~ ^ 8~~_ 3 3 ~ 1 r ~ 3 2 2 3 
~ " ^ “ “ ~ ^ r ~ 8 3 ~~3 3 ~ ~ 3 3 2 2 
5g ~ 1 3 r ~ 8 ~ Y ~ 3 厂 2 ~ ^ ~ ~ 3 ‘ 
" “ “ ^ 3 4 2~~ 3 8 3 2 2 3 3 
~ ~ ^ S ~ " ~ 1 3 3 3 3 8 ~ y ~ 2 ~ ^ ~ " 3 • 
~ ~ ^ ~3 3 2 ^ 3 3 8 3 3 2 
~ ^ 2 3 4 3 4 3 ~~3~" 7 " " T " 3 
““ "^““ ~ ^ 3 3 4 r ~ 3 T ~ " 3 厂 3 
" ~ ^ 2 2 3 4 3 " ~ " “ ^ 3 _ 3 3 8 j -' ••.' " • 
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Table 3.4: Results of Hopfield network matching (noise a^ = 1.0) 
II RBM 
SRBM II Ro I Ri I R2 I R3 I R4 ^¾ Rs R7 Rs 及9 
~ ~ ^ 8 3 4 3 4 5 3 4 3 3 
~ ~ ^ 3 ^ 8 3 - 3 3 “ 3 3 3 ~~3~~ 3 
S^ ~~4 r ~ 8 3 ~ 3 r ~ 5 3 4 3 “ 
~ ~ ^ 4~~ 3 3 “ 8 4 — 4 ~~3 3 """3~~ 4 
~ ~ ^ 4 3~~ 3 3 _ 8 4 — 5 ~ 4 ~ ~ 4 3 一 
5 ^ Z I _ _ _ ^ I ^ _ _ A _ Z l Z _ ^ Z E Z _ _ ^ Z E I _ J _ ， 
5g ~ 1 3 r ~ 3 3 3 8 2 3 3 
5? ~~4 3 一3 3 3 ^ _ Z I Z _ g _ Z E I _ j _ 
5g ~~4 3 ^ 3 ~ T 3 ~ T — ^ _ _ I Z Z _ j _ 
” ^ 3 3 4 3 5 ~~5~" 3 3 — 4 8 






Table 3.5: Results of Hopfield network matching (noise a^ = 2.0) 
II RBM 
_SRgM Ro I Ri I R2 I Rs I R4 R5 i ^ R7 Rs R9 
Sg II 8 4 5 3 3 5 4 4 4 4 1 
S? ^ J ^ Z J ^ 3 " T " 3 4 5 3 4 , 
^ " ^ 4 4~~ 8 3 — 5 3 4 4 5 5 
~ ~ ^ 5 4 3~~ 8 4 4 4 5 5 5 
" " " ^ 4 4 5 5~~" 8 5 4 5 3 5 
~ " S f 4 3~~ 5 4 — 4 8~~ 5 5 5 4 
~ ~ 瑪 ~ ~ ~ X ~ 3 ~"5 T ~ 5 5 8 2 “ 5 4 
~ ~ ^ 3 ~ ~ 3 ~~3 ~~ 4 5 . 4 ~"3 ~ " 8 4 4 
~~蜀 4 3 3""" 5 4 — 3 4 6 8 3 
~ ~ 0¾ 4 4 5 4 4 5 4 5 3 8~~ . 
tLi u 
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Table 3.6: Overall performance of Hopfield network matching • 
Accuracy 
RBM II a2 = 0.0 I g^ = 0.1 | a^ = 0.5 一 二 1.0 一 = 2 . 0 ~ 
" ~ ^ 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% . 
R^ 100% “ 100% — 100% 100% 100% 
R^ 100% - 100% 100% 100% 100% 
i^ 3 100% 100% 100% 100% 一 100% 
R ^ 100% - 100% - 100% 100% 100% • 
R, 87.5% - 87.5% — 87.5% 87.5% 87.5% :丨 
" ~ ^ m % ~ " 100% 100% 100% 100% 
R , 100% — 100% — 100% 100% 100% 
丑8 100% - 100% 100% 100% 100% \ 








Table 3.7: Results of Hopfield network matching 
II RBM 
SRBM Ro I Ri I R2 I Rs I 只4 I 只5 Re Ri R% 丑9 
5g + 5? II 8 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
] g T g r _ 8 _ Z I Z _ - ^ 0 0 “ 0 0 0 Q 0 
" ^ T g r _ g _ Z Z Z T Q ~ ~ _ 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5 ° + 5； _ 8 0 0 0 8 0 ~"^0~~ 0 0 0 
ss + 5g 3 Z Z - _ _ Q Q 0 0 8 0 0 一 0 0 “ 
5° + S° 3 Z Z - 0 - Q 0 Q 0 8 ~~0 0 ~~0~" 
s^ + S? 8 “ “ 0 0 _ 0 ~"0" 0 ~ 0 ~ ~ 8 — 0 0 
" 5 g T ^ _ _ g _ _ _ 0 _ ^ 0 “ 0 0 0 0 0 ~~8~~ 0 
" 5 T h Sl II 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 厂 
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Table 3.8: Results of Hopfield network matching (noise a^ = 0.1) 
II RBM — 
SRBM II Ro 丨 Ri I R2 I R3 丨只4 R5 只6 Ri Rs R9 
5g + S^ 8 6 1 0 Q 0 0 0 0 0 
5g + 5° 8 ~ ~ Y ~ 7 "~Q~~ 0 0 — 0 0 0 ~ ~ 0 ~ 
5g + 5g 8 ~~Q~~ 0 7 0 0 _ 0 ~ 0 " 0 0 
5g + 5^ ° ~~8 0 0 0 r ~ 0 1 2 ~ ~ r ~ 0 
5^ + Sl Z j Z ^ _ _ ^ r " ^ ~ " 0 ~~Q~~ 8 0 0 0 0 . 
5g + 5g 8 0 ~~0 0~~ 1 0 7 0 0 0 
5g + 5'? 8 ~~0~~ 0 0 0 0 — 0 ~ T ~ ~ 0 0 
5g + 5g 8 0 "~0 r ~ 0 0 2 0 8 1 




Table 3.9: Results of Hopfield network matching (noise a^ = 0.5) 
II RBM 
SRBM H~Ro I Ri R2 I Rs RA. R5 Bs R7 Rs R9-
5g + 5? 8 8 4 3 3 3 3 4 0 2 
_ g g j ^ Z j Z T ^ ^ ^ 0 ~~2 4 2 3 3 3 ‘ 
5g + 5g 8 3 """^0~~ 8 “ 3 3 “ 1 3 0 3 
5g + 5'; 8 ~~3~~ 4 2 8 ~ i ~ " 3 ~^5 4 4 
5g + 5g ~~8 0 1 ^ 3 8 2 0 3 2 
Sg + S^ ~~8 0 2 0 r ~ 3 8 3 3 3 
SS + S? ~ 8 r ~ 1 2 3 3 5 7 — 0 0 一 
5g + 5'g ~ 8 2 ~ 5 3 3 3 “ 3 3 8 3 
"5FT^g 8 4 3 3 1 3 3 3 3 8 
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Table 3.10: Results of Hopfield network matching (noise a^ = 1.0) 
II RBM 
SRBM II Ro 丨 Ri 丨 R2 i ^ RA Rs Re> R7 Rs ^¾ 
5g + 5° 8 8 4 3 4 3 5 5 4 4 
SS + Sg 8 ~ ~ 3 ~ 8 3 4 5 — 4 ~ T " 4 4 
5g + 5g 8 ~ 5 ~ ~ 4 8 5 ~~5"~ 4 一3 4 4 
5g + 5g 8 ~~4~" 3 3 8 ~ ~ 3 ~ 4 5 4 — 4 
5g + 5g ~~8 3 r ~ 3 5 8 4 4 4 4 
5g + 5g 8 4 - 4 ~ T ~ " 5 4 — 8 4 3 5 
5g + 5° ~"8~~ 3 Z Z Z _ j _ _ ^ _ _ j _ l A _ 8 5 4 , 
_ ^ g j ^ Z j Z ~ ^ ^ 3 ~ T " 3 3 ~ ~ r ~ 8 3 
" 5 g T 5g 8 5 4 4 5 4 4 3 5 T ~ 
Table 3.11: Results of Hopfield network matching (noise cr^  = 2.0) 
II RBM , 
SRBM II Ro I Ri I R2 R3 R4 R^ 丑6 Ri Rs R9 1 
" 5 g ^ 5° 8 8 5 5 4 7 4 4 6 5 
5° + S^ 9 4 9 5 5 — 5 5 — 6 4 6 
5g + 5g 9 ~ T ~ 7 8 4 5 “ 5 6 5 " T " 
5g + 5" ~~8 6 4 ~ " 5 9 5 — 5 5 “ 5 5 
5g + 5g ~ 8 4 4 r ~ 5 8 _ 5 6 — 5 5 
5g + ^g ~ 8 5 r ~ 5 3 5 8 5 6 5 
Jg^+ S � ~ ~ 8 ~ ~ 5 ~ ^ ~ ~ 5 6 5 5 9 6 5 ‘ 
5g + 5g" ~~8 5""" 5 4 - 5 4 5 6 8 5 ‘ 
~S f l - 5g 8 4 4 ‘ 4 5 5 3 6 5 ^ 
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3.5.2 Experiments in Model-matching Problem Using Co-
operative Concurrent Matching 
In this section, we had repeated the experiments performed in the section 3.4.1，but 
in here, each SRBM was matched against all RBMs in the database concurrently. At 
first, all RBMs in the database were concatenated to form an super RBM. Instead 
of matching each SRBM against all RBMs in sequence, now each SRBM was only 
matched against the super RBM. 
In section 3.4.1, Hopfield network was used to match a SRBM to one ofthe RBMs 
at each run. We noticed that even the SRBM and the RBM are of different identity, 
some of their feature points would be falsely identified as corresponding pairs due ‘ 
to the satisfaction of the spatial constraint. .The SRBM was then recognized as an ‘ 
• 
instance of the RBM which got the maximum number of matched feature points. • 
In these section, Hopfield network was used to match a SRBM to all RBMs ‘ 
concurrently. This means that the Hopfield network considered the compatibilities 
between all feature points concurrently. Therefore, pair of feature points of the 
SRBM only matched to the most compatible pair of feature points of the Super 
RBM. If a valid solution and global solution is found, each feature point of SRBM 
would be at most matched to one feature point of the Super RBM and the feature i 
points of SRBM would be matched to the feature points belonged to a particular 
RBM. Occassionally, some of the feature may be wrongly matched to the other 
RBM. As we know the location of the each RBM inside the Super RBM, again 
by counting the number of feature points matched to each memeber RBM. The 
SRBM was classfied as an instance of the RBM which got the maximum number of 
corresponding feature points. 
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In Table 3.12，the number of corresponding feature points obtained from match-
ing 10 SRBMs, each belonged to ore of the RBMs, against the super RBM were 
tabulated. The experiment was repeated for.SRBMs which were corrupted by zero 
mean Guassian noise with variance a^ of values 0.1, 0.5，1.0，2.0 and the matching 
results were tabulated in Table 3.13, 3.14, 3.15 and 3.16 respectively. From these 
tables, we noted that all SRBMs had been matched to the correct RBMs. All other 
SRBMs had also been matched against the super RBM and the matching results 
were summarized in Table 3.17. The proposed cooperative concurrent matching -
i 
scheme had shown comparable performance as the original matching scheme on 
recognizing scene of single isolated object. 
In the next experiment, 9 integrated SRBMs were formed by concatenating two 
SRBMs, one belonged to the first RBM and another belonged to one of the other 
RBMs, and each of these integrated SRBMs represents a scene of two objects. Each 
integrated SRBM was then matched against the super RBM. The matching results 
were tabulated in Table 3.18. We noted that the two SRBMs embedded in the 
integrated SRBM had been matched to their corresponding RBMs. Furthermore, 
zero mean Gaussian noises with variance of values 0.1, 0.5, 1.0 and 2.0 were added 
to the feature points of all integrated SRBMs. The previous matching processes 
were repeated and the matching results were tabulated in Table 3.19，3.20, 3.21 and 
3.22 respectively. 
In comparison with the original matching scheme, in which the SRBM is matched 
against each individual RBM in the model-database independently by a Hopfield 
network, the proposed concurrent matching scheme has a better performance for 
scenes with single objects and a similar performance for scenes with multiple ob-
jects. For scenes with single objects, the sequential matching scheme found all the 
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corresponding pairs of feature points between the SRBM and the correct RBM, but 
it also gave false corresponding pairs of feature points between the SRBM and other 
RBMs. However, the concurrent matching scheme found the corresponding pairs 
of feature points between the SRBM and the right RBM and gave no correspond-
ing pairs of feature points between the SRBM and other RBMs. For scenes with 
multiple objects, both schemes showed comparable performance. 
Table 3.12: Results of cooperative concurrent matching -
II RBM ‘ 
SRBM ||""^ o 丨•Hi I R2 R3 I R4 i^ 5 Re> R7 Rs ^ ^ 
" ~ 5 g 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
~ ~ ^ 0 “ “ 8 0 — 0 0 0 ~~0 0 ~"^0~ 0 
~ ~ ^ ~ ~ 0 ~ ~ 0 ~ - 8 " ~ ~ 0 ~ 0 0 0 ~ ~ 0 ~ ~ 0 ~ ~ 0 ~ ~ ： 
“ “ ^ 0 ~ " 0 0 “ 8 0 - 0 0 0 0 — 0 
~ ~ ^ ~ ~ Q ~ ~ 0 ~ 0 0 8 “ “ 0 ~ ~ 0 0 0 ~~0~~ 
~ " ^ 0 ^ 0 0 - 0 0 8 0 0 ~ " 0 ~ " 0 
~ ~ ^ 0~~ 0 0 _ 0 0 0 ~~8 0 ~ ~ 0 ~ 0 
~ ~ 5 ? 0 “ “ 0 0 - 0 0 0 ~~0 8 ~ ~ 0 ~ " 0 
~ ~ ^ ~ " 0 ~~0~~ 0 ~~0 r ~ 0 “ 0 0 8 ~ ~ 0 ~ 
~ " ^ 0 0 0 0 0 0 F ~ 0 " 5 ~ 8 
J _ ^ — . I ‘ I •. ‘ I ‘‘ -
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Table 3.13: Results of cooperative concurrent matching (noise cr^  = 0.1) 
II RBM — 
SRBM II Ro I Ri 丨 R2 | R3 | R4 R5 Rs Ri Rs 丑9 
~~gg 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
“ “ s ? 0 8 ~ " 0 ~~0~" 0 ~ ~ ^ 0 ~"^0 0 "~0~~ 
~ ~ ^ “ “ 0 ~~0~" 8 0 0 0 — 0 0 0 ~ 0 ~ ~ 
~ ~ ^ 0~~ 0 0 - 8 ~~0~" 0 0 0 ~ 0 ~ ~ 0 
~ ~ ^ 0~~ 0 0 _ 0 8 — 0 0 0 ~~0~~ 0 -
~ ~ ^ ~ ~ Q ~"0~~ 0 0 0 8 — 0 ~~0" 0 0 ’ 
~ ~ ^ ~ ~ 0 ~~0~" 0 0 0 0 — 8 ~ ~ ^ 0 0 
~ ~ ^ 0"““ 0 ~~0~" 0 ~~0~~ 0 0 — 8 0 0 
~ ~ ^ ~ ~ 0 ~~0~" 0 0 0 0 — 0 ~ T 8 0 
5° 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 . . 
j 
Table 3.14: Results of cooperative concurrent matching (noise a^ = 0.5) 
II RBM 
SRBM Ro Ri I R2 I R3 I R4 I Rs Re Ri J^8 R9 
~ ~ ^ 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
~~5? 0~~ 8 0 一 0 0 — 0 ~ 0 0 ~^0~~ 0 ‘ 
~ ~ 蜀 0 ~ ~ 0 8 _ 0 0 — 0 ~~0" 0 ~~Q"~ 0 
~~50 0 0~~ 0 ~~8~~ 0 0 0 ~ 0 0 — 0 
~ ~ 或 0 ~ ~ 0 0 - 0 8 _ 0 ~~0" 0 " ~ 0 ~ ~ 0 
~ ~ 蜀 0~~~ 0 0 - ~ ~ 0 " ~ 0 8 ~ ^ 0 " 0 ~ " 0 ~ " 0 
~ ~ ~� 0~~" 0 0 - 0 0 — 0 ~~s 0 ~~0~~ 0 
~ ~ ^ 0 ~ ~ 0 0 “ 0 0 — 0 ~ " 0 " 8 ~ 0 ~ 0 . 
~ ~ ^ 0~~ 0 0 “ 0 0 0 ~~0" 0 ~ 8 ~ 0 
~~^~~~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 
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Table 3.15: Results of cooperative concurrent matching (noise a^ - 1.0) 
I I RBM — 
SRBM II Ro 丨 Ri 丨 R2 I Rz | R4 | ^¾ Re Ri Rs 丑9 
~~gg" 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
" " " ^ 0 8~~ 0 ~~0~~ 0 0 0 ~"0 0 ~~Q~~ 
~ ~ ^ 0 ~ ~ 0 8 “ 0 0 — 0 ~"^ 0 0 ~~0 ~ 0 
^ " ^ 0 ^  0 0 “ 8 0 “ 0 0 0 ~ T ~ 0 
~ " ^ 0~~ 0 0 “ 0 8 0 0 0 ~"^0~ 0 
~ 蜀 0 ~ ~ 0 0 “ 0 0 “ 8 0 0 ~~Q~~ 0 ; 
~ ~鸾 0 ~ 0 0 “ 0 ~~Q~~ 0 8 0 ~ ~ ^ 0 
~ " 5 0 0~~ 0 0 “ 0 ~~0~~ 0 0 8 ~ ~ 0 ~ 0 
~ ~ ^ ~ ~ _ _ ^ ] ] ^ ^ _ j _ _ J L _ _ _ 2 _ _ _ ^ � ~ ~ ^ 8 0 
5° 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 
Table 3.16: Results of cooperative concurrent matching (noise a^ : 2.0) 
II RBM 
SRBM II Ro 丨 Ri I R2 Rs I R4 Rs Re R7 Rs R9 
~ 5 0 II 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
~ ~灵 0 7 ~ ~ 0 0 — 0 0 0 0 0 0 , 
~ ~ _ 0~~~~0 8 0 Q~~ 0 0 — 0 Q — 0 
~ ~蜀 0 0 ~ ~ Z ^ ^ Z ^ 0 0 0 ~ ^ ^ 0 0 
~ ~ ^ 0 0 0~" 0 8 — 0 0 0 0 0 
~ ~ 4 0 0 0~~ 0 0 8 0 0 ~^0~~ 0 
~ ^ 0 0 " ~ 0 ~ ~ 0 ~ 0 0 6 0" 0 ""^0~~ 
~ ~ 5 ? 0 ~ ~ 0 ~ ~ 0 ~ ~ 0 0 — 0 ~ 0 " 8 ~"0~"" 0 
~ ~ ^ 0 0~~ 0 ~""^0~ 0 0 0 ~ 0 8 — 0 
~ ~ ^ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0~~ 0 0 8 9 U -_I ^ ‘ “ 
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Table 3.17: Overall performance of cooperative concurrent matching 
Accuracy 
RBM 11 cj2 二 0.0 I g2 = 0.1— | a" = 0.5 a^ 二 1.0 (J' 二 2.0~~ 
Ro 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% _ 
Ri m % ~ 100% 100% 100% 100% . 
~ ~ E r 100% “ 100% - 100% 100% “ 100% “ 
~ ^ ~ 100% - 100% - 100% 100% - 100% “ 
~ ^ m % Ioo% 100% 100% 100% -
~ ^ 8 7： ^ ~ ~ 87.5% 87.5% 8 7 . 5 % ~ ~ 87.5% ’ 
~~Ws rOO% 1 0 0 % 1 0 0 % 1 0 0 % 1 0 0 % 
" " ： ^ 100% — 100% 100% — 100% “ 100% 
~ ^ 100% 100% — 100% 100% “ 100% ~ ^ I I 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% -
I 
Table 3.18: Results of cooperative concurrent matching 
II RBM 
SRBM Ro I Ri 丨 R2 I R3 I R4 Rs Re R? i 4 丑9 . 
5g + S^ 8 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5g + S^ 8 0 ~~8 r ~ 0 0 “ 0 0 0 0 
Sg + S^ 8 0 “ 0 8 — 0 0 — 0 0 0 0 
5'0_^5'0 8 ~ 0 0 0 8 0 0 ~ Q 0 0 
~Sg~+Sf 8 0 0 0 0 ~ 8 ~ ~ 0 0 0 “ 0 
" S S T W 8 0 ~ 0 0 0 0 8 0 Q 0 
5g + 5? 8 ~ " 0 0 “ 0 0 “ Q 0 8 ~~0 0 
SS + S^ 8 ~ T ~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 — 8 ~"0~~ 
~ ^ s^ 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 厂 
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Table 3.19: Results of cooperative concurrent matching (noise a^ = 0.1) 
II RBM — 
SRBM II Ro \ R i I R2 I R3 I & Rs Re R7 Rs ^¾ 
" 5 g T 5 ? II 8 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ~ 
] ! ^ ± Z ^ Z j Z Z Z I Z ^ ~ ~ ^ 0 0 0 厂 0 0 
[ g T g ^ 7 ^ ^ ^ o 0 ^ 0 r ~ 0 0 0 0 
] g ^ £ g ^ 3 j ^ ^ ^ j ^ ] ] ^ ^ " 5 ~ " 8 0 0 � 0 0 
5g + 5g = 7 0 ~~Q~~ 0 0 8 — 0 0 0 0 -
5g + 5g 8 0 0 0 _ _ H ^ _ A _ _ j _ _ A _ L _ L _ _ L _ -
_ ^ L L ^ Z Z Z Z ^ Z L _ _ A _ Z L _ _ _ ^ Z ^ _ Z _ _ Z ^ _ i _ 
[ ^ ] ^ g ^ 3 ; j ^ ] [ j ^ ^ [ ^ ^ ^ j _ _ J _ _ 0 0 ~~0~~ 8 0 
"^gT"5g II 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 ~ | 
Table 3.20: Results of cooperative concurrent matching (noise a^ 二 0.5) 
II RBM 
SRBM Ro | ^ _ I R2 I Rs I R4 Rs Re Ri Rs | _ g g _ 
5g + 5? II 8 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
j l ± ^ Z J Z I ^ I Z . - ^ 0 0 ~ ~ r ~ 0 0 0 0 
^ ^ g T ^ _ _ ^ _ _ ^ ^ ^ ] ^ = ^ ~ ~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 
~ 5 g T ^ 3 ^ I I ^ Z ^ Z T Q 8 . 0 — 0 0 — 0 _ 0 _ _ 
S^ + S^ 8 ~ " 0 0 ~ 0 ~~0~~ 8 0 ~ 0 0 0 
~ ^ ^ T ^ ~ J ^ Z J Z . Z ^ 0 T ~ 0 X ~ 0 — 0 0 
50 + 50 8 " ~ 0 ~ ~ 0 ~ 0 0 0 ~ 0 ~ 8 0 0 
" : ^ T ^ ~ X I Z j T ~ Q ~ ~ — 0 0 0 0 0 8 0 
50 , 50 g 0 0 0 0~~ 0 0 0 0 8 0 9 — ‘ ^ 
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Table 3.21: Results of cooperative concurrent matching (noise o^ 二 1.0) 
II RBM — 
SRBM II Ro Ri 丨 R2 I i^ 3 R4 R5 Rs R7 Rs R9 
"5gT"5? 8 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 厂 
5g + 5° ~ 8 0 8 r ~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5g + 5g ~~8 0 0~~ 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5g + 5" 8 0 “ 0 0 “ 8 0 — 0 0 0 0 
5° + 5g Z Z Z _ _ ^ : o _ Q 0 8 “ 0 0 0 0 -
5g + 5g ~~8 0 r ~ 0 0 0 8 0 0 0 
5g + 5? 8 0 “ 0 ~~0~~ 0 0 — 0 8 0 0 
5g + 5g ~ 8 0 r ~ 0 0 0 0 0 8 0 
" 5 ^ 5 ° 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 §~~| 
Table 3.22: Results of cooperative concurrent matching (noise a^ = 2.0) 
II RBM 
SRBM Ro Ri 丨 R2 I R3 I R4 I Rs Re> R7 R& R9 
5g + 5? 8 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5g + 5^ " ~~8 0 ^ 0 0 0 0 0 Q Q 
S^ + 5^ 8 ~~0 0 8 0 0 “ 0 Q 0 Q 
5-0 + 5^ 8 2 0 0 ~ 8 0~~ 0 4 0 0 
5^ + Sg 8 0 2 0 “ 0 ~ 8 0 0 3 0 
" s ^ T W ~~8 o~~ 0 0 “ 0 0 8 0 - 0 0 
S^ + S^ ~~8 0 0 ^ 0 0 _ 0 8 0 0 
~ ^ P ^ Z Z Z Z j Z Z i Z _ _ Q 0 0 0 0 8 0 
50 + 50 8 0 0 0 0 . 0 • � 0 ^ ~ " 
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3.5.3 Experiments in Model-merging Problem Using Hop-
field Network 
The effectiveness of Hopfield network in identifying the corresponding feature points 
between two SRBMs is illustrated with experiments. For each RBM, there are 8 
SRBMs and each of these SRBMs contains a subset of feature points of the cor-
responding RBM. The number of corresponding feature points between any two 
SRBMs is deliberately made to be greater than four. Therefore, at least theoret-
m 
ically, a transformation based on the set of corresponding feature points can be 
derived to map feature points in one SRBM to another SRBM. Through a series of 
merging processes of the SRBMs, the original RBM could be reconstructed. 
In this experiment, all SRBMs extracted from each RBM were matched to one 
and another for identification of the corresponding feature points between them. 
In Table 3.23, the numbers of corresponding feature points found between any two : 
SRBMs for model 0 were tabulated. The number in the parenthesis indicates the 
actual number of corresponding feature points between the two SRBMs. We noted 
that almost all corresponding feature points can be identified in the absence of noise. 
Table 3.24 to Table 3.27 tabulated the number of corresponding feature points found 
between SRBMs in the presence of noises with variance a^ of values 0.1，0.5，1.0 and 
2.0 respectively. Since feature points of both SRBMs contained noises, according to 
Eq. (3.30) distance threshold must lie in the range of 0 < 9 < 8cr. The values of 9 
were chosen to be 1.0, 3.0, 6.0 and 10.0 respectively. The number of corresponding 
feature points between any two SRBMs found by Hopfield network is greater than 
4 in the absence of noise, it is also true in the presence of noise. Hence, unlike in 
fuzzy relaxation process, the merging process does not necessarily follow a particular 
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sequence in order to reconstruct the original RBM. 
Table 3.23: Numbers of corresponding feature points found 
SRBM II 5g Sl Sl S't 对 &b 5g ^ 
5g II 8 ( 8 ) 6 (6 ) 6 (6 ) 6 (6 ) . 6 (6 ) 8 (8 ) 6 (6 ) 6 ( ^ 
~~Sl 9 (9 ) ~ ~ ^ W r 6 (6 ) 6 (6 ) 7 (7 ) 8 (8 ) 6 ( 6 ) 
" " ^ ^ “ 10 (10) ~6T6 ) 6 (6) 6 (6) 10 (10) 6 (6) 
" ^ “ 11 (11) 6 (6)— 6 (6) 8 (8) 9 (9) 
" “ ^ “ 12 (12) ~ T W ~ 6 (6) 12 (12) 
“ ^ “ “ 13 (13) 6 (6) 6 (6) -
~ ~ ^ “ “ 14 (14) 6 (6) 
- 5 T l 15 (15) 
Table 3.24: Numbers of corresponding feature points found (noise a^ = 0.1) 
[ ^ R B M T ^° 岗 I 祐 均 ^ 玲 究 沿— 1 
5° II 8 (8 ) 6 (6 ) 5 (6 ) 6 (6 ) 6 (6) 8 (8 ) 6 (6 ) 6 (6 ) 
~ ^ l 9 M l 6 i 6 ) - 6 (6 ) 6 (6 ) 7 (7 ) 8 (8 ) 6 (6 ) 
~ " 5 ^ “ “ k0_(10) ~ ^ 6 ) 6 (6) 6 (6) 10 (10) 6 (6) 
^ “ 11(11) 6(6)— 6 (6 ) % W ~ 9 (9 ) 
~ ^ ~ ~ 12 (12) " T T ^ 6 ( 6 ) ~ 12 (12) 
^ ~ " 13 (13) ~ ^ 6 ) 6 (6) 
SS 14 (14) 6 (6) 
- ^ r 1 15 (15) 
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Table 3.25: Numbers of corresponding feature points found (noise a^ = 0.5) 
SRBM II 5g Sl Sl St &4 绍 5g Sl 
5g II 8 ( 8 ) 6 ( 6 ) 6 ( 6 ) 6 ( 6 ) 6 ( 6 ) 8 ( 8 ) 6 ( 6 ) 6 ( 6 ) 
~ ~ S l 9 ( 9 ) ~ ^ W ~ 6 ( 6 ) 6 ( 6 ) 7 ( 7 ) 8 ( 8 ) 6 ( 6 ) 
~~~Sl~~ [ j j (10) 6 (6) 6 (6) 6 (6) 10 (10) 6 (6) 
飞 3 ~ ~ ^ l M ~ ^ W 6 (6) J W ~ 9 (9) 
" " ^ ~ " . 12 (12) 6 (6) 6 (6) 12 (12) • 
^ ~ 13 (13) ~ W r 6 (6) 
飞 ~ 14 (14) 6 (6) 
~ ^ r i 15 (15) 
Table 3.26: Number of corresponding feature points found (noise a^ = 1.0) 
^ m m 究 s�o 宛 &3 &4 均 5g ^ ~ n 
~ " 5 ° ~ ~ 8 (8 ) 6 (6 ) 6 (6 ) 6 (6 ) 6 (6 ) 8 ( 8 ) 6 ( 6 ) 6 ( 6 ) , 
~ ~ S l 9 f f l 6 ( 6 ) — ~ ^ 厂 6 (6 ) 7 (7 ) 8 ( 8 ) 6 ( 6 ) 
~ ~ ^ ~ ~ 10 (10) ~^(6). 6(6) 6(6) 10 (10) 6(6) 
~ ~ S r ~ 11 (11) ~ ^ ^ 6 (6) 8 (8) 9 (9) 
^ I 12(12) ' ^ W ~ 6(6 ) 11 (12) 
5o^  13 (13) 6 (6) 6 (6) 
5o^  14 (14) 6 (6) 
Sl 15 (15)" 
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Table 3.27: Number of corresponding feature points found (noise a^ = 2.0) 
SRBM II SS Sl S'o ^g ^ 绍 SS Si 
5g II 8 (8 ) 6 (6 ) 6 (6 ) 6 (6 ) 6 (6 ) 8 (8 ) 6 (6 ) 6 ( 6 ) 
Sl ^ ^ ^ ; ^ ^ T ^ 6 (6 ) 6 (6 ) 7 (7 ) 8 (8 ) 6 ( 6 ) 
Sl 10 (10) 6 (6) 5 (6) 6 (6) 10 (10) 6 (6) 
" ^ “ 11 (11) " ^ W 5 (6) f W ~ 9 (9) 
$ 12 (12) ~ y W ~ 5 (6) T ^ W 
5o^  13 (13) ~ T W ~ 6 (6) 
Sg 14 (14) 6 (6) 





In this chapter, a two-dimensional Hopfield network has been devised for matching 
SRBM with RBM and merging SRBMs. These two problems have been formulated 
as minimization of energy function and solved by the Hopfield network. Experiments 
based on computer generated data have been conducted and have demonstrated the 
effectiveness of the Hopfield network. Compared with relaxation methods, the Hop- ‘ 
field network has demonstrated similar performance on matching SRBM with RBMs 
in the model-database, but better performance on identifying the corresponding fea-
ture points between two SRBMs because the associated energy function has been 
formulated such that no feature point correspondence is allowed; only the corre-
spondence with good support will be enforced. 
Furthermore, a cooperative concurrent matching scheme which utilized the par-
allelism of Hopfield networks has been proposed to match a scene of single object 
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or multiple objects with all models in the model-database concurrently. The Hop-
field network is designed such that synaptic connections between neurons represent 
feature points belonging to the same model are excitatory whereas synaptic con-
nection between neurons represent feature points belonging to different models are 
inhibitory or neutral depending on whether a scene consists of a single object or 
multiple objects. Therefore, the similarities and differences between models has 
been embedded in the synaptic connection between neurons which in turn improved 
the performance in model-based matching. 
The advantage of the Hopfield network over the relaxation process is that the 
constraints can be easily incorporated explicitly in the energy function. Besides, 
Hopfield network can be built in VLSI which would be massively parallel and could 
minimize the energy function orders of magnitude faster than serial or parallel com-
puters. 
This major disadvantage of Hopfield network is that it will invoke invalid solu-
tion from time to time due to trapping in local minimum. Generally, the success 
of Hopfield network depends on size of the problem. As the size of the problem 
j 
increases, finding valid solution becomes increasingly (11伍01^七 due to the number of 
possible solutions, from which the Hopfield network has to select the optimal one, 
increases exponentially. 
The performance of Hopfield network also depends on a set of parameters. The 
first parameter is u � w h i c h controls rate of change of the state of network. The 
larger the value of ^^ o，the more slowly the state of the network changes and this 
slow change assist the network to find valid solution. Secondly, they are a set of 
weighting parameters which control the relative importance of the constraints coded 
in the energy function. From the experience of other researchers, the magnitude of 
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the weighting parameters are inter-related and application dependent. There is no 
all-fit set of these parameters. Usually, they are chosen in a trial and error manner. 
It is difficult to derive the values of parameters mathematically. The parameters are 
also contradicting to each other. In our case, the first and second terms in the energy 
function are the uniqueness constraints which enforce the solution being a valid one. 
The last term determines the degree of compatibility between pairs offeature points. 
The weighting parameters P, Q and S determine the relative importance of the first, 
the second and the last term respectively. If the values of P and Q are set large 
compared to the value of S. The network will concentrate on finding valid solution 
regardless the compatibility between feature points. On the other hand, if the value 
of S is set large, the solution found such that the feature points in correspondence 
would have high compatibility, but they voilate the uniqueness constraints. In the 
both cases, Hopfield network fails to find the correct mapping. The last parameter 
is the value of the distance threshold. If the threshold value is set larger than 
the upper bound derived in section 3.3，Hopfield network will fail to find correct | 
correspondence of feature points. 
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Genetic Generation of Weighting 
Parameters for Hopfield Network 
It is well known that the success of Hopfield networks in solving optimization prob-
lems depends on a set of weighting parameters of each term in the energy function 
32, 33]. The choice of values for these parameters has significant impact on the qual-
ity of the solutions found, as well as on the effectiveness of the network in finding 
the solutions. 
In recent year, genetic algorithms have been used with artificial neural network 
34，35]. Generally, there are two main approaches in which genetic algorithms have 
been applied to neural networks [34]. In the first approach, genetic algorithms have 
been used to determine the optimal neural networks architectures. As a result, some 
highly unconventional multilayer feedforward networks have been reported [34]. In 
the other approach, the learning algorithm of neural networks has been replaced by a 
genetic search in an attempt to find the best set of connection weights. The neural 
network architecture in this case remains fixed throughout the search. Whitley 
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and Hanson [36] have used a resolution of 4 bits to encode each pair of connection 
weights in their network. For a standard three layered Multi-Layered Perception 
neural network, with I input-layer neurons, H hidden-layer neurons and 0 output-
layer neurons, this requires a bit string of length AH{I + 0) bit. However, with such 
a long bit string, the computation load would be extremely high. 
In this chapter, genetic algorithms have been applied to the Hopfield network 
in a similar way to Whitley and Hanson [36]. However, instead of optimizing the 
connection weights with genetic algorithms, the weighting parameters of the con- “ 
straint terms in the energy function of Hopfield network are going to be genetically 
optimized. Thus, instead of the trial-and-error approach of trying different sets of 
weighting parameters, the set of weighting parameters are now evolutionary where 
only the fittest will survive to breed further. 
i ' 
4.1 An Overview of Genetic Algorithms ！ 
I 
Genetic algorithms were proposed by Holland [37] in the early 1970s as a powerful 
and broadly applicable optimization (search) techniques in locating optimum solu-
tion in irregular, poorly characterized search spaces. Holland was inspired by the 
observation that living organisms come by their ability of solving problems through 
the mechanisms of evolution and natural selection. By harnessing these mechanisms, 
genetic algorithms are able to 'evolve' solutions to the problems. 
In nature, most organisms evolve by means of two primary processes: natural 
selection and sexual reproduction. Natural selection determines which individuals 
of a population survive to reproduce. If an individual fails some test of fitness, such 
as recognizing a predator and fleeing, it dies. Only individuals which are good at 
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competing in their environment survive and reproduce, this natural phenomenon 
is called "the survival of the fittest". Hence, natural selection causes the survival 
of the fittest individuals, but it also implicitly leads to the survival of the genes 
which characterize the individuals. In addition, sexual reproduction of the highly 
fit individuals ensures mixing and recombination among the genes of their offspring. 
It allows the creation of genetically radically different offspring. 
Genetic algorithms is an attempt to resemble the natural behaviour. They work 
with a population of individuals, each representing a potential solution to the prob-
lem. Most genetic algorithms encode the solutions as strings of bits from a binary 
alphabet. Each individual is given a fitness value that reflects how good the solution 
to the problem it is. The highly fit individuals get a high chance to reproduce, by 
cross breeding with other individuals in the population. On the other hand, the 
least fit individuals get low or even no chance to reproduce and so die out. ' 
After selecting the highly-fit individuals and mating them, a new population of 
individuals, each representing a new candidate solution, is produced. Individuals of j 
the new generation are expected to contain a higher proportion of the good genes 
possessed by the highly-fit individuals of the previous generation. Over a number of 
generations, the good genes are spread throughout the population, being mixed and 
exchanged with other good genes as they go. By favouring the mating of the good 
performing individuals, the most promising areas of the search space are explored. 
If genetic algorithms have been designed well, the population will converge to an 
optimal solution to the problem. 
The power o£ genetic algorithms comes from the fact that they are robust, and 
can deal successfully with a wide range of problems, including those which are 
difficult for other methods to solve. Genetic algorithms are not guaranteed to find an 
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optimal solution to any one problem, but they do find good solution to problems that 
are resistant to most other known techniques. Solutions found by other specialized 
techniques for a particular problem are likely to out-perform those found by genetic 
algorithms in terms of speed and accuracy. The main ground for genetic algorithms 
is in difficult problems where no specialized techniques exist. Even where existing 
techniques work well, improvements can be made by hybridizing them with genetic 
algorithms. 
4.2 Determination of Weighting Parameters for 
Hopfield Network 
i 
In the last chapter, solutions to model-matching and model-merging problems found j 
by the Hopfield network are generally good, but some of them are invalid. Other 
researchers encountered the same problem when they applied Hopfield network to 
j 
the Travelling Salesman Problem (TSP). Hopfield network converges to invalid so- ‘ 
lutions that violate the constraints formulated in the energy function. This has 
been attributed to the poor choice of weighting parameters. The choice of weighting 
parameters affects the quality of the solutions as well as the efficiency of the the 
network in finding the solutions. 
Raeth [38] has mapped various combinations of the values of weighting parame-
ters with the quality of the solutions. He showed that the good combinations, which 
produce valid solutions, only occupy narrow regions within the maps. Hence, it is 
difficult to find the values of parameters which lie in the such narrow regions. In-
stead of trying different sets of stationary weighting parameters in a trial-and-error 
manner, we use genetic algorithms as a biased search of the parameter space. 
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As mentioned in Davis's book [39], our genetic algorithms must have the following 
five components: 
1. a chromosomal representation of solutions to the problem, 
2. a scheme for generating an initial population of solutions, 
3. an evaluation function which rates the solutions in terms of their "fitness", 
4. genetic operators which manipulate the solutions, 
5. a set of parameters which governs the evolution (population size, probabilities 
of applying genetic operators etc.). 
4.2.1 Chromosomal Representation 
Before genetic algorithm can be applied to search for a set of good weighting pa-
rameters (P, Q, R and S), the weighting parameters have first to be encoded on a 
finite-length string, called a chromosome. In genetic algorithms, the search for a 
set of good weighting parameters is converted to the search for a highly-fit chro-
mosome. We assume that P, Q, R, S are integer numbers with values in the range 
1，256] and therefore each parameter can be represented as an 8-bit binary string. 
Since P and Q both determine the importance of the uniqueness constraints in the 
energy function and they are equally important, P is set to be equal to Q. Therefore, 
the set of weighting parameters is reduced, to three 8-bit binary strings which can be 
concatenated and represented as a 32-bit binary string as shown in Fig 4.1. The ad-
vantage of using binary representation is that the properties of binary chromosome 
have been extensively studied and a good deal is known about genetic operators and 
control parameters that work well with them [40，41，42]. 
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P=Q R S 
, r-
1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0:1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1:1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 
I I 
！ I 
Figure 4.1: A chromosome of parameters. 
4.2.2 Initial Population 
The initial population of chromosomes, which is sets of weighting parameters, can be 
selected randomly or heuristically in the search space. Whatever sets of weighting 
parameters are in the initial population will be the only genetic material, except for 
the rare changes due to mutation, available to be manipulated by genetic algorithm 
during its search. A heuristic approach might be employed to choose the initial 
population in an attempt to introduce the 'right' genetic building blocks into the 
population. However, this can lead to problems since the presence of just a few j 
chromosomes with fitness values far better than all the others may cause the genetic 
algorithm to converge prematurely to a local minimum. Alternatively, we have 
chosen the the initial population randomly with the aim of selecting sets of weighting 
parameters from all over the parameter space. 
4.2.3 Evaluation Function 
The evaluation function is a function that interprets the chromosomes and rates the 
chromosomes in terms of their fitness. The definition of evaluation function is crucial 
and must satisfy the following: First, it must be defined over the set of all possible 
chromosomes. Second, it must return a non-negative value which accurately reflects 
the desirability of the features described by a chromosome. Third, the function 
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must make the evaluation efficiently due to the large number of times the function 
will be called during the execution of the genetic algorithm. For example, with a 
population of 100 chromosomes that runs 1000 generations, there could be as many 
as 100,000 calls to the evaluation function. 
The best candidate evaluation function that satisfies the criteria is the energy 
function of the Hopfield network. A minimum of the energy function corresponds to 
a good solution. The lower the value of energy function, the better is the solution 
found by the Hopfield network. Therefore, the evaluation function can be defined , 
as 
evaluation function 二 —energy function 
N M M M N N N M I 
= - E E Z % w - E E E v ^ A + E E w : 
I k l# k z j^i t k 
N M N M 
+ E E E E ^ ^ (4.1) i 
I k j7^ z l^k 
It would also incur the minimum amount of extra computation on the Hopfield 
network. 
4.2.4 Genetic Operators 
In the execution of the genetic algorithm, three operators will be applied to the 
population of chromosomes: selection, crossover and mutation. It is helpful to 
view the execution of the genetic algorithm as a two stage (reproduction stage and 
recombination stage) process. It starts with the current population. The selection 
operator is applied to the current population to create an intermediate population. 
Then crossover and mutation operators are applied to the intermediate population 
to produce the next population. The process of going from the current population 
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to the next population constitutes one generation in the execution of a genetic 
algorithm. 
Reproduction Stage 
Each chromosome in the population is evaluated to determine the performance of 
the set of weighting parameters that it encodes. The probabilities that chromosomes 
in the current population are duplicated and placed in the intermediate population 
are proportional to their fitness. 
In genetic algorithms, fitness is defined as / ^ / / where /^ is the evaluation associ-
ated with chromosome i and J is the average evaluation of all the chromosomes in 
the population. 
After calculating the fitness for all the chromosomes in the current population, 
each chromosome is assigned a range of values between 0 and 1. For example, 
suppose there are three chromosomes in the population with the relative fitness of 
0.5, 0.25, and 0.25 respectively. These chromosomes are assigned ranges of 0 - 0.5, 
0.51 — 0.75 and 0.76 — 1. Three random numbers (one for each chromosome in the 
next population) are then generated. Each time the random number is in the range 
0 — 0.5, the first chromosome is duplicated and placed in the intermediate population; 
ifthe random number is in the range 0.51-0.75, the second chromosome is duplicated 
and placed in the intermediate population, and so on. Since the first chromosome 
has twice as large a range as the other two, we expect the first chromosome would 
be duplicated twice as many times as the either of the other two chromosomes. 
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Recombination Stage 
After selection has been carried out the construction of the intermediate population 
is complete and recombination can occur. This can be viewed as the process creating 
the next population from the intermediate population. Recombination operators 
perform crossover and mutation of the intermediate population. 
Crossover is a way of constructing the two offspring chromosomes from two parent 
chromosomes. Two chromosomes line up, a crossover point along the chromosomes 
is selected at random and the portions to the right of the point are exchanged to 
produce two offspring: one containing the genes of the first chromosome up to the 
crossover point and those of the second chromosome beyond the crossover point, 
and the other containing the complementary cross, as illustrated in Fig. 4.2. 
Crossover does not always occur, rather it does so with some probability Pc. 
After two chromosomes have been selected for mating, crossover occurs only if a 
randomly generated number in the range 0 to 1 is greater than pc- Otherwise, the 
offspring are duplicates of the parent chromosomes. 
After crossover is completed, each gene in the offspring is subject to be mutated 
with some typical small probability, pm, to another value. For the binary alphabet 
case, this would simply be changing the gene value from 0 to 1 or vice versa, as 
shown in Fig. 4.3 
4.2.5 Control Parameters 
The functioning of genetic algorithms is a combination of the exploration of new 
regions in the search space and the exploitation of previously sampled regions. The 
balance between these two contradictory operations, which critically controls the 
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Figure 4.2: Single-point crossover-chromosomes line up and then swap the portions 
of their genetic code beyond the crossover point. 
~~ ~ ‘ lii 
1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 , 0 0 1 1 1 
_ t t 
1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 \ 0 0 1 1 1 
Figure 4.3: Mutation operation. 
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performance of genetic algorithms, is determined by the right choice of three control 
parameters: population size, crossover rate and mutation rate. 
Population Size ( N ) determines the number of chromosomes in the population, 
that is the number of samples in the space being searched. It affects both the 
performance and the efficiency of genetic algorithms. If the population size is 
too small, samples prematurely converge to suboptimal solution regions due 
to inadequate samples to cover the search space. On the other hand, if the 
population size is too large, the rate of convergence is slow due to the time 
wasted in evaluating excess samples. 
Crossover R a t e ( P J determines the 'probability' that crossover (mating) occurs 
between any two chromosomes in the population. In each generation, Pc X 
N chromosomes can undergo crossover. A high crossover rate increases the 
chance of reproducing good-performing chromosomes, but at the same time it 
increases the chance of disrupting good-performing chromosomes. 
Mutat i on Rate (P^) determine the 'probability' that a random change occurs in 
any bit of a chromosome. In each generation, Pm X N X L bits can undergo 
mutation, where L is the length of chromosome. A high mutation rate con-
verts the search to a random search，but it provides insurance against the 
development of a uniform population incapable of further evolution and helps 
to reintroduce the lost genetic material. 
The choice of the control parameters has significant impact on the the perfor-
mance of genetic algorithms. DeJong [40], Grefenstette [41] and SchafFer et al. [42: 
have done empirical studies of set of optimum parameters and recommended the 
following parameter settings 
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Population Size Crossover Rate Mutation Rate 
DeJong 100 0.6 0.001 
Grefenstette 30 0.95 0.01 
Schaffer 20-30 0.75-0.95 0.005-0.01 
The findings from their empirical studies were not consistent. In our experiments, 
we use the set of control parameters recommended by Grefenstette and Schaffer 
because their population sizes are smaller which in turn reduces the computational 
load. 
4.2.6 Iterative Algorithm 
The iterative algorithm for using the Hopfield network with genetic algorithms is 
summarized as following: 
1. Set Generation 二 0，Stop = FALSE. 
2. Generate an initial population of chromosomes. 
3. FOR i = 1 to Population Size DO 
BEGIN 
3.1. Run Hopfield Network using the parameters encoded in chromosome i. 
3.2. Evaluate the fitness of chromosome i. 
END 
4. WHILE Stop 二 FALSE DO 
BEGIN 
4.1. FOR i = 1 to Population Size / 2 DO 
BEGIN 
4.1.1. Select two chromosomes for mating. 
4.1.2. R e c o m b i n e the two chromosomes to produce two offspring. 
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4.1.3. Run Hopfield network once for each offspring. 
4.1.4. Evaluate the fitness of the offspring. 
4.1.5. Insert the offspring into next generation. 
END 
4.2. Set Generation = Generation + 1. 
4.3. IF population has converged THEN Stop := TRUE. 
END 
4.3 Simulation Results 
The effectiveness of HopfieM network for matching SRBM with RBM and merging 
SRBMs is illustrated with sets of computer generated data mentioned in section 
2.4. In the database, there are ten RBMs, each having thirty feature points. For 
each RBM, eight SRBMs are generated by discarding a random number of feature 
points of the RBM and feature points of the SRBMs have been undergone arbitrary 
3-D transformation. The following values of the parameters are used to obtain the 
experimental results : P 二 2，Q 二 2, R 二 4, S 二 1 (which are genetically generated), 
uo 二 0.002，h 二 0.000001 and r = 1. 
4.3.1 Experiments in Model-matching Problem using Hop-
field Network with Genetic Generated Parameters 
In this experiment, a Hopfield network with the genetically bred set of weighting 
parameters was applied to model-based matching in which a SRBM was matched 
against each RBM in the database in turn. After each matching process, the number 
of corresponding feature points found was used to access the degree of match between 
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the SRBM and the particular RBM. The SRBM was then recognized as an instance 
of the RBM which got the maximum number of corresponding feature points. In 
case of the SRBM matched equally well to a number of RBMs, match scores, based 
on Eq. (3.17), could be computed in aid of choosing the best one. 
In Table 4.1, the numbers of corresponding feature points obtained from match-
ing 10 SRBMs, each belonged to one of the RBMs, against the RBMs in the database 
were tabulated. We noted that based on the numbers of matched feature points alone 
all SRBMs were correctly matched to their corresponding RBMs. 
In practice, feature points of a SRBM may be corrupted by noise from optics, 
quantization errors in the data acquisition process and errors in the feature extrac-
tion process, in order to simulate this situation, zero mean Gaussian noise was added 
to the feature points of all the SRBMs. The matching processes were repeated for 
the presence of noises with variance 0*2 of value 0.1, 0.5, 1.0 and 2.0. Since only 
feature points of the SRBMs contain noises, according to Eq. (3.30)，the value of 
distance threshold must lie in the range 0 < 9 < Sa/y/2. The values of 6 were then 
chosen to be 0.5, 1.5, 3.0 and 5.0 respectively. The matching results are tabulated 
in Table 4.2，4.3, 4.4 and 4.5. From these tables, we observed that the confidence 
of match decreases as the noise power increases. However, based on the number of 
matched feature points alone, every SRBM had been matched to its corresponding 
RBM. 
Table 4.6 summarized the results of matching all SRBMs against all SRBM. All 
SRBMs had been matched to their corresponding RBMs, except 5 j was incorrectly 
matched to Ro. 
In the previous chapter, we found that the major disadvantage of applying Hop-
field network on model matching is that it is often trapped in local minimum in 
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Figure 4.4: Comparison of convergence rates. 
which the solution found is either invalid or non-global in which feature points are 
matched to non-corresponding (incompatible) feature points. Also, we noticed that 
the network took much longer time for converging to a local minimum than a global 
minimum. Our observation coincided with the findings of Lai et al. [43]. In their 
paper, they mentioned that the number of iterations for searching invalid solution 
may be a few magnitude larger than the valid solution. In other words, a Hopfield 
network with a good set of weighting parameters would have the fast convergence 
property. The number of iterations taken by the Hopfield network using genetic 
algorithm is plotted against that taken the original Hopfield network as shown in 
Fig 4.4. The time taken by Hopfield with genetic algorithm to converge is half of 
the conventional Hopfield network. This has shown that the genetically generated 
set of weighting parameters is better than the set of weighting parameters used in 
chapter 3. 
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Table 4.1: Results of Hopfield network matching 
II RBM — 
SRBM Ro I Ri I R2 I Rs 丑4 ^5 I i ^ R7 Rs R9 
~ ~ 蜀 8 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 ~ 
~ " ^ 2 8 1 2 2 2 ~ 1 ~ 2 ~ ^ 3 
~ ~ ^ 2 2 ~~8 2 2 4 3 2 2 2 
5g ~~2 2 2 8 ~ " - 2 3 一 3 2 ~ T ~ 3 
~ ~ ^ “ ~ ^ 2 ~ 2 1 ~~8 2 ~ _ 2 2 3 2 
~ ^ ~ 2 2 ~ T ~ 2 2 8 2 2 2 2 
! ^ S ^ Z ^ Z L I I X I Z L I Z ^ Z ^ I ^ ^ Z Z Z Z Z Z Z _ ^ _ 
~ ~ ^ ~ ~ ~ 2 2 2 2 r ~ 2 2 8 2 2 
~ ~ ^ ~ ~ ~ ^ 2 ~T~ 2 ~ 3 ~ 1 2 3 8 2 
~ " ^ 3 2 2 2 3 2 Y ~ 2 2 8 
9 I 猛 ‘‘ 
Table 4.2: Results of Hopfield network matching (noise a^ = 0.1) 
I I RBM 
SRBM i^ o J B ^ I R2 I Rs I 及4 I ^5 I Re R? 尺8 | ^ g _ 
~~Sg 8 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 
" • ^ ~ _ j _ _ g _ ^ 3 ^ ] ^ r ^ _ 3 _ 4 - 3 3 4 4 
~ ~ ^ 5 4 3 8 4 4 4~~ 4 4 4 4 
~ ~ ^ 5 3 4 4 8 4~~ 4 4 4 4 4 
5° 3 4 4 4 7 4~~ 4 4 4 4 
~ ^ 4 3 4 4 4~~ 8 4 3 4 4 
~ ~德 4 4 3 ~ 2 4 — 3 7 3 4 4 
~ ~ ^ 4 4 4 2 4~" 4 4 — 8 — 4 3 一 
~ ~ ~ ^ 3 3 4 4 4 ~ 4 4 4 8 4 
~ ~或 4 4 4 3 ~ 3 3 4 3 4 8 
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Table 4.3: Results of Hopfield network matching (noise a^ = 0.5) 
II RBM — 
SRBM Ro^[^Ri R2 Rs I 丑4 I Rs Re Rr Rs R9 
~ 5 g II 8 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 “ 
~ ~ ^ 6 ~ 8 4 - 4 5 一 4 4 4 ~ T ~ 4 
~ ~ ^ 4 ~ 4 ~ 8 ~ 4 ~ 4 ~ 4 4 4 4 4 
~ ~蜀 4 4 4 ~ 8 4 — 4 4 4 4 4 
~ " ^ 4 4 4 4 ~ 8 4 4 4 4 4 
~ ~ ^ 4 4 4 ~~ 4 4 一 8 ~~4 ~ 4 — 5 4 
~ ~ ^ 4 4 4 ~ " 4 4 一 4 8 4 4 4 
~~~^ 4 4 4 4 4 4~~ 4 ~ 8 ~ 4 4 
~ " ^ 4 4 4 4 4 4~~ 4 4 8 4 
~ 毒 4 4~~ 4 6 4 4 4 4 4 8 
Table 4.4: Results of Hopfield network matching (noise a^ = 2.0) 
n RBM 
SRBM ~ ^ | Ri I R2 I Rs I R4 I Rs I Re R7 Rs R9 “ 
~~^0 8 4 5 5 4 6 4 5 4 5 
~ ~ ^ 5 8 ~ ~ r ' 4 T ~ 5 ~ r ~ 4 4 4 
~~^5 5 4 8 " " 4 6 — 4 5 4 5 4 
~ ~ 4 5 ~ " 4 4 - 8 4 一 4 4 4 ~~5 ~~ 4 
^ 4 4 4 6 8~~ 4 5 5 5 4 
~ ^ 5 5 4 4 4 5 8~~ 4 5 5 5 
~~~5^ 4 5 4 4 ~ 4 6 8 ~ 4 ~ ~ 4 6 
~~~5^ 4 5 5~" 5 4 — 5 5 8 4 4 
~~~^ 5 4 4 6 6 ~ 4 5 5 8 4 
~ 意 4 4 4 4 5~" 4 ~ 4 4： 5 8 — 
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Table 4.5: Results of Hopfield network matching (noise a^ = 2.0) 
II RBM — 
SRBM 1 Ro \ Ri I R2 I Rs I 丑4 I Rs Re Rr Rs j _ g g _ 
~ 5 g 8 5 5 3 6 6 5 6 6 5 
~ " 5 ? 6 8 ~ 6 6 6 r ~ 6 _ ^ ^ _ 6 _ _ _ ^ 
I ^ ^ Z ] Z I Z Z E I Z ^ ^ ! ! ^ Z Z ^ I ^ I Z I Z Z ^ Z ^ _ ^ 
~ ~ ^ ~ ~ 6 ~ ~ r ~ 5 ~ ^ ~ 4 5 一 5 ~ ~ ^ 5 4 
~ ~ ^ 4 6 ~ 5 5 ^ 6 6 6 6 6 
" " ^ ^ ~ ~~6 6 r ~ 7 6 8 6 6 6 6 
~ ^ ~ ~ 6 ~~5 4 r ~ 6 6 “ 8 ~ ~ V ~ 5 6 
“ ^ 4 ~ 6 ~ 5 ~ 5 5 — 6 5 — 8 5 5 
5g 5 5 ~ T ~ 6 ~ 5 r " 6 6 " T ~ 5 
~ ^ I 6 5 3 I 6 4 5 6 5 3 8 _ 
Table 4.6: Overall performance of Hopfield network matching 
n " Accuracy 
RBM d = 0.0 一二0.1 I ( 7 � 0 . 5 I cr2 = 1.0 c72 = 2.O 
R^ 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
^ I o o % ~ 100% ~ ~ m % ~ 100% 100% 
^ I o o % ~ " 100% ~ l m o ~ 100% 100% 
^ I o o % ~ 100% " " " " M % ~ ~ 100% 100% 
^ T m o ~ " 100% ~ " I 5 o % 100% 100% 
^ 8 ^ ~ ~ 87.5% ~ ~ ^ . 5 % 87.5% 87.5% 
^ "TOQ%~~ 100% ~ ~ 1 0 0 % 100% 100% 
- ^ 100% 一 100% ~" 100% 100% 100% 
~~^8 1 0 0 % _ ~ 1 0 0 % ~ ~ 1 0 0 % 100% 100% 
l g || 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% — 
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4.3.2 Experiments in Model-merging Problem Using Hop-
field Network 
The effectiveness of the Hopfield network in identifying the corresponding feature 
points between two SRBMs is illustrated via experimental trials. For each RBM, 
there are 8 SRBMs and each of these SRBMs contains a subset of feature points 
of the RBM. The number of corresponding feature points between any two SRBMs 
is deliberately made to be greater than four. Therefore, at least theoretically, a 
transformation based on the set of corresponding feature points can be derived to 
map feature points in one SRBM to another SRBM. Through a series of merging 
processes of the SRBMs, the original RBM could be reconstructed. 
In this experiment, all SRBMs extracted from each RBM were matched to one 
and another for the identification of the corresponding feature points between them. 
In Table 4.7, the numbers of corresponding feature points found between any two 
SRBMs for model 0 were tabulated. The number in the parenthesis indicates the 
actual number of corresponding feature points between the two SRBMs. We noted 
that almost all corresponding feature points can be identified in the absence of 
noise. Table 4.8 to Table 4.11 tabulated the number of corresponding feature points 
found between SRBMs in the presence of noise with variance a^ of value 0.1, 0.5, 
1.0 and 2.0 respectively. Since feature points of any two SRBMs contained noises, 
according to Eq. (3.30) distance threshold must lie in the range of 0 < 6 < 8a. 
The values of 6 were chosen to be 1.0，3.0，6.0 and 10.0 respectively. The Hopfield 
Network identified almost all corresponding feature points not only in the absence of 
noise, but also in the presence of noise. The Hopfield network using genetically bred 
weighting parameters has shown better performance in finding the corresponding 
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feature point between two SRBMs, especially when noise power is large (cr^  = 2.0). 
Table 4.7: Number of corresponding feature points found 
SRBM II 5g Sl Sl Sl Sg Sg SS ^ 
5g 8(8) 6(6) 6(6) 6(6) 6(6) 8(8) 6(6) 6(6) 
" ^ 9 (9) 6 (6) 6 (6) 6 (6) 7 (7) 8 (8) 6 (6) 
Sl 10 (10) 6 (6) 6 (6) 6 (6) 10 (10) 6 (6) 
SS J ^ ) 6 (6) - 6 (6) 8 ( 8厂 9 (9)一 
S ' 12 (12) ~ T W ~ 6 (6) U J W 
- ^ T " 13 (13) 6 (6) 6 (6) 
— ^ 14 (14) 6 (6) 
- ^ r 1 15 (15) 
Table 4.8: Number of corresponding feature points found (noise a^ = 0.1) 
f S R m 5g 究 SS 拥 St ss 玲 ^ _ 
SS 8(8) 6(6) 6(6) 6(6) 6(6) 8(8) 6(6) 6(6) 
^ 9(9) 6(6) 6(6) ~ 6 W ~ 7(7) 8(8) 6(6) 
Sl 10 (10) 6(6) 6(6) 6(6) 10(10) 6(6) 
53 11 (11) ~ ^ W 6 (6) 8 ( 8厂 9 ( 1 
/ 4 12 (12) ~ 6 W ~ 6 (6) T 2 7 i 2 y " 
— ^ 13 (13) ~ ^ ) 6 (6) 
- ^ - 14 (14) " 6 7 6 T 
— ^ 15 (15) 
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Table 4.9: Number of corresponding feature points found (noise a^ 二 0.5) 
SRBM II 5g Sl Sl 5g SS 究 瑪 界 
~ ^ n 8(8) 6(6) 6(6) 6(6) 6(6) 8(8) 6(6) 6(6) 
~ ^ l ~ j ] g ^ ^ ^ ; g £ _ _ ^ ~ ^ 6 ) 7(7) 8(8) 6(6) 
Sl 10 (10) T W ' 6 (6) 6 l 6 T " 10 (10) 6 (6) 
- ^ ~ " n O n 6 (6) 6 (6) 8 (8) 9 (9) 
5o^  12 (12) 6 (6) 6 (6) 12 (12) 
& 13 (13) 6 (6) 6 (6) 
s f - W ^ " W 
— ^ 15 (15) 
Table 4.10: Number of corresponding feature points found (noise cr^  二 1.0) 
f s K m r 5g 均 Sl si 幻 ss sg Sl 
恐 8 (8) 6 (6) 6 (6) 6 (6) 6 (6) 8 (8) 6 (6) 6 (6) 一 
^ W ) “ “ 6 7 6 T " _ 6 _ ( 6 ] _ 6(6) 7(7) 8(8) 6(6) 
- 5 T " 10 (10) 6 (6) “ 6 (6) 6 (6) 10 (10) 6 (6) 
5¾ 11 (11) ~ W 6 (6) 8 ( � 9 (9) 
" ~ ^ ~ " 12 (12) 6 (6) 6 (6) 12 (12) 
~ ~ ^ ~ ~ 13 (13) —6 (6) " T t e T " 
- 5 T " 14 (14) " W 
~ 5 H 15 (15) 
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Table 4.11: Number of corresponding feature points found (noise a^ = 2.0) 
SRBM II 5g Sl Sl &3 说 究 Sg Sl 
~ ~ ^ | | 8(8) 6(6) 6(6) 6(6) 6(6) 8(8) 6(6) 6(6) 
~ n 9(9) ~ ^ W ~ 6(6) 6(6) 7(7) 8(8) 6(6) 
~ ~ ^ ~ ~ 10 f i m T T e ) 6 (6) 6 (6) 10 (10) 6 (6) 
S | 11 (11) ~ ^ 6 (6) ~ T W ~ 9 (9) 
St 12(12) 6(6) 5(6) 12 (12) 
5g 13 (13) 6 (6) 6 (6) 
5g 14 (14) ~ T W ~ 
- ^ r i 15 (15) 
4.4 Summary 
It has been reported by other researchers [32, 33] that the success of the Hopfield 
network for optimization problem does depend on the values of the weighting pa-
rameters on each term in the energy function. Selecting a proper set of weighting 
parameters is not always easy or fast, and usually it is based on an ad-hoc approach. 
In this chapter, we have shown how the weighting parameters could be genetically 
bred, by adapting the genetic algorithm and integrated it with the Hopfield network. 
This network was then tested on model-matching and model-merging problems. The 
results have shown an improvement in getting valid solution for the problem set 
tested and with minimum effort from the user. We have only explored the very 
simple genetic operators as far, and it remains to be shown if further improvements 
cold be gained with more complex genetic operators. 
The advantage of using genetic algorithms to breed the weighting parameters is 
that the final set of weighting parameters could be used as a guide for further fine 
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tuning of the system, if so required. Instead of a blind search for the appropriate 
set of weighting parameters, a genetic algorithmic assisted Hopfield network could 





It is well known that object recognition based upon high-level features extracted from 
range image is very efficient. If the object of concern is a rigid one and the high-level 
features extracted are geometrically invariant, then such features would embed very 
rich information for 3-D object representation and recognition. However general 
range data acquisition systems can only provide a partially occluded characteristic 
view of a object and the features extracted from such a characteristic view will still 
be geometrically invariant but will only partially describe the object and hence form 
a Sub-Rigid Body Model (SRBM). Therefore, recognition of partially occluded 3-D 
objects becomes a problem of matching a SRBM with a library of reference Rigid 
Body Models (RBMs) each containing all the geometric invariant features and spatial 
constraints. However, there are two problems that have to be addressed before the 
RBM concept can be utilized for recognizing 3-D object; first, the process of building 
reference RBMs has to be formulated; one method is by merging the SRBMs that 
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are formed from multiple characteristic views of an object rotated through different 
angles. Second, a process of matching a SRBM with reference RBMs has to be 
formulated such that the object can be recognized with just one characteristic view. 
In our study, two constraint optimization techniques, namely the relaxation process 
and the Hopfield neural network, have been studied to solve the above two problems. 
In the first approach, a probabilistic relaxation process has been designed for 
the model-based matching of scenes of single isolated objects and a fuzzy relax-
ation process has been devised for the identification of corresponding feature points 
between two SRBMs which is an essential procedure in constructing a RBM from 
a number of characteristic views. The proposed probabilistic relaxation process is 
highly parallel in nature and can concurrently explore all the constraints embedded 
in a RBM via the compatibility coefficients. Besides, the probabilistic relaxation 
process has been further improved such that the a SRBM can match against all 
RBMs in the model-database concurrently. This concurrent matching scheme has 
not only eliminated the tedious procedure of matching the SRBM with each RBM 
in turn, but has also extended its ability for matching scenes consisting of multiple 
objects. 
The major advantages of relaxation processes over other standard matching 
methods are; first, because of their highly parallel nature, they are computation-
a l l y efficient and suitable for practical hardware implementation. Second, they are 
more tolerant of image distortion. Their reinforcing processes are local and therefore 
missing matches can be tolerated and hence occluded objects can still be recognized. 
In the second approach, the two problems have been formulated as the mini-
mization of an energy function and solved by a two-dimensional Hopfield network. 
Compared with the relaxation processes, the Hopfield network has demonstrated 
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similar performance for matching SRBM with RBMs in the database, but better 
performance on identifying the corresponding feature points between two SRBMs 
because the associated energy function has been formulated such that no feature 
point correspondence is allowed; only the correspondence with good support will be 
enforced. 
Furthermore, a cooperative concurrent matching scheme which utilized the par-
allelism of Hopfield networks has been proposed to match a scene of single object 
or multiple objects with all models in the database concurrently. The Hopfield net-
work is modified such that synaptic connections between neurons represent feature 
points belonging to the same model are excitatory whereas synaptic connection be-
tween neurons represent feature points belonging to different models are inhibitory 
or neutral depending on whether a scene consists of single object or multiple ob-
jects. Therefore, the similarities and differences between models has been embedded 
in the synaptic connection between neurons which in turn improved the speed and 
accuracy of matching SRBM with RBMs. 
The advantage of Hopfield networks is that the constraints can be easily incorpo-
rated explicitly into the energy function. Besides, the Hopfield network can be built 
in VLSI which would be massively parallel and could minimize the energy function 
orders of magnitude faster than serial or parallel computers. However, the Hopfield 
network is often trapped in local minimum and its success in finding global solution 
depends on the values of the weighting parameters on each term in the energy func-
tion. Selecting a proper set of weighting parameters is not always easy or fast, and 
usually it is based on an ad-hoc approach. 
Finally, we have shown how the weighting parameters could be genetically bred, 
by adapting the genetic algorithm and integrated it with the Hopfield network. 
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This network was then tested on model-matching and model-merging problem and 
results have shown a significant improvement in the number of valid solutions for 
the problem set tested and with minimum effort from the user. 
The advantage of using genetic algorithms to breed the weighting parameters is 
that the final set of weighting parameters could be used as a guide for further fine 
tuning the system, if so required. Instead of a blind search for the appropriate set 
of weighting parameters，a genetic algorithm assisted network could serve as a guide 
to a satisfactory control parameter sub-space. 
In conclusion, a central component of our work is to address the need and the 
process to build an object model for recognition via the integration of features 
hence eliminating the requirement of CAD models which cannot be easily obtained 
particularly for irregular objects, and recognize the object from one of its single 
view. 
5.2 Suggestions for Future Research 
In our study, we concentrated only on the satisfaction of spatial constraints, but 
other constraints such as the nature of the feature points has not been utilized. This 
is left for further research. Actually, the relaxation process is ready to incorporate 
these additional constraints by initializing the probability according to the nature 
of the feature. On the other hand, additional constraints can be encoded in the 
compatibility term of the Hopfield network energy function. 
Both the relaxation process and the Hopfield neural network are highly parallel in 
nature, and parallelizing these two methods on parallel machines is also worthwhile 
for further investigation. 
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Appendix A 
Proof of Convergence of Fuzzy 
Relaxation Process 
Here, we intend to show that P(-)(/i = gk\ stated in Eq. (2.12), is a monotonically 
non-increasing sequence of non-negative numbers. The proposition is going to prove 
P(s+i)(/i 二 9k) < P、，、Ui 二 9k) 
If s = 0, according to Eq. (2.12)，then 
P(i)(/‘ 二 分,)二 ^£r^x{C(/‘ = g,J, = 9i)P^%h = 9i)} 
iVi 问 1=1 
Since P(�)(/j. 二 gi) for all j, 1 are initially set to a positive constant and 
0 < C{fi 二 卯，fj 二 gi) < 1 for all i, k,j, I� 
pW(fi = 9k) < P(o\fi = 9k) 
Next we assume that the proposition holds for 5 二 t, i.e. 
p ( w ) ( / i = 9k) < P^Hfi 二 gk) 
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Then, 
户 _ ( /‘ =夕0 = ^E^^^{^(/^ = 9kJj = gi)P^'^'Kfj = ^0} 
八1 j=i ,=i 
< ^Emi^{C(A = 9kJj = gi)P^Hfj = 9i)} 
Ni ^ z=i ^ 
= P _ U i = 9k) 
Thus by the principle of mathematical induction, the proposition i^(®+i)(/i 二 gk) < 
p(0(y. = gk) holds for all s > 0. It follows that the fuzzy relaxation process 
converges. 
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